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Abstract

Conceptual, in-class communication activities are the most common oral practice
foreign language educators provide for L2 learners with the absence of native speakers. In
most L2 classrooms in the U.S., Spanish-speaking practice transpires among learners who
share the same native language and culture. For this reason, ACTFL encourages language
educators to connect with local communities and those abroad to create intercultural
interactions that can provide crucial avenues for achieving proficiency benchmarks and
shaping globally minded citizens. To provide intercultural language-learning experiences for
16 undergraduate learners enrolled in my Spanish III course, I created a collaboration with a
local ESL organization that connected us with five adult learners of English from various
Spanish-speaking countries for seven face-to-face tandem language exchanges. This study
utilizes a mixed-methods approach to investigate speaking performance as well as
perceptions of linguistic growth, cultural knowledge, and confidence to speak Spanish.
Results suggest that most participants increased in speaking competency, learned new
cultural information, and further developed confidence to speak Spanish. Intercultural
interactions following the three guiding principles of tandem placed learners from both
educational institutions in active learning positions and capitalized on the linguistic
background and culture of each group for mutual benefit of enhanced communication and
understanding of one another.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Background
There are approximately 328 million people occupying the United States of America
and almost 59 million come from Spanish speaking backgrounds (USCB, 2018). Spanish is
the official language of 21 countries and is spoken in many more. According to Instituto
Cervantes (2017), there are more Spanish speakers residing in the U.S. than in 20 countries
where it is deemed the official language. In fact, the U.S. is the second-largest Spanishspeaking country in the world, after Mexico (Krogstad, 2014). By 2060, the USCB (2017)
expects the U.S. to be occupied by 119 million Spanish speakers.
The native language of this group is represented by more than 21 variations
throughout Latin America, Europe, Africa, and Asia. The cultures and regionalisms
representing each country also differ due to the acculturation of indigenous populations,
Spaniards, and immigrants from other countries. The Spanish spoken in the U.S. today is a
combination of the variations found throughout Spanish-speaking countries. Therefore, there
is not one variation of Spanish that could prepare learners for interactions with native
speakers in the workplace and in social situations, especially when there is no course
component that connects them with native speakers of that variation of Spanish in the
community.
In the 1970s, Spanish became the most widely taught foreign language in U.S.
universities (Looney & Lusin, 2019). Teaching methodologies began with grammar
translation and then switched to audio lingual methods. Now, popularity in Spanish teaching
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methodology has evolved to a communicative approach (Long, 1999). The American
Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages (ACTFL) implemented proficiency
guidelines for foreign language learning (ACTFL, 2012). From K-12 to higher education,
foreign language classes and major book publishers like Vista Higher Learning, Pearson,
McGraw Hill, Cengage, etc., base their curriculum on ACTFL (2012) benchmarks. In
addition to the ACTFL (2012) proficiency guidelines for language learning, this educational
organization created the World Readiness Standards known as the 5 C’s, which stress the
importance of connecting with native speakers both in the community and abroad. Since
most learners of English come from Spanish speaking countries (“English Language
Learners,” 2019), community-based learning opportunities for each group are achievable
with efforts to arrange a collaboration.
Undergraduate learners of Spanish satisfying the second language goal in
introductory courses, as well as adult learners of English residing in the same community,
have many goals in common. In general, the two groups learn separately from one another,
and there has not been any initiation to combine the two institutions described in this study
for mutual benefit of acquiring linguistic and cultural knowledge. Community-based learning
in the form of tandem language exchanges (TLEs) between both groups would satisfy the
current need for language immersion with native speakers (ACTFL, 2012) and would be
mutually beneficial for each group’s curriculum (Calvert, 1999; Cziko, 2004; Vassallo &
Telles, 2006).
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1.2 The Problem
Most undergraduate programs in the U.S. require a certain amount of second language
coursework to mold globally minded citizens for a diverse 21st century society (Neuman,
2017). Requirements for this goal usually consist of completing either two or three semesters
of a foreign language. Introductory to intermediate level courses are designed to prepare
learners to utilize knowledge of the present and past tenses in the four language skills:
speaking, writing, reading, and listening (ACTFL, 2012). However, students spend more
time listening, writing, and reading than speaking throughout the semester. Furthermore,
when students practice speaking Spanish, they converse with peers who are also native
speakers of English. Consequently, learners do not develop an adequate level of language
acquisition according to ACTFL standards for the course nor do they gain confidence in
speaking the language (Imura, 2004). To combat a lack of speaking opportunities with native
speakers of the target language (L2), foreign language educators seek to arrange intercultural
experiences for their students through linguistic resources available in the community
(López, 2014), on campus with international students (Baratardière & Jeanneau, 2015), or
through the internet (Castillo-Scott, 2015).
Educators have been collaborating with language classes in different geographic locations
through the medium of the internet since the 1990’s (Little & Brammerts, 1996).
Telecollaboration through email, blogs, forums, instant message, audio and video chat, etc.
became the most utilized method for achieving first-hand contact with native speakers (Lewis
& O’Dowd, 2016). When current literature on face-to-face language exchanges is published,
it mainly involves international participants studying abroad in the land of the target
language (Baratardière & Jeanneau, 2015). Furthermore, the research on service learning for
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acquisition of Spanish is focused on providing the Spanish speaking community with tutoring
services (López, 2014). While service-learning activities as course components are wellorganized and assist certain populations in the community with a societal function, there is
no component that ensures that the service is mutually beneficial for stakeholders providing
the service, thus qualifying the act as voluntary labor (Ward & Wolf-Wendel, 2000).
With my limited search of current literature on community learning in the form of faceto-face TLEs following the institutional framework, it appears as if researchers are overlooking an effective intervention and available linguistic resources that would assist learners
in achieving the World Readiness Standards for Learning Languages (ACFTL, 2012). The
focus of this study differs from current research on community-based learning in that it is
founded on utilizing face-to-face TLEs following the institutional framework for mutual
benefit of enhanced communication and understanding of one another.
1.3 The Purpose
The purpose of this action research study is to fill in gaps in research on second language
acquisition in the form of face-to-face TLEs between undergraduate learners of Spanish and
adult learners of English as well as improve foreign and second language practices at these
institutions.
1.4 Research Questions
Typically, undergraduate learners of Spanish satisfying the second language goal practice
speaking Spanish with peers who are native speakers of English. Learners of English also
learn English in a separate setting from native English speakers. The need to practice learned
language skills with native speakers suggests that both groups would benefit from TLEs. Up
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to this point, learners of Spanish were not provided with opportunities to connect with native
speakers of Spanish. To provide learners with experiential learning activities that could assist
in acquiring linguistic and cultural knowledge for mutual benefit, the research questions
below emerged and will be the central focus of this study:
1. Would undergraduate learners of Spanish benefit from face-to-face tandem language
exchanges for acquisition of linguistic and cultural knowledge?
2. Do participants feel as if face-to-face tandem language exchanges helped them
improve the four language skills?
(a.) Speaking
(b.) Reading
(c.) Writing
(d.) Listening
3. Would undergraduate learners of Spanish perceive an increase in confidence to speak
Spanish after engagement in tandem language exchanges?
1.5 The Study
This study was conducted in the spring semester of 2019 and involved two different
educational institutions located within six miles from one another in a small city in
Northeastern Pennsylvania: a small liberal arts university and an ESL organization. My
research population was a class of 16 learners enrolled in a Spanish III course. They ranged
from 18 to 39 years old and abilities to speak Spanish varied from novice-low to advancedlow according to ACTFL (2012) proficiency guidelines. The ESL organization offers free
courses to any adult learner of English from the community. Our partners were adult learners
of English ranging from 52 to 76 years of age from the countries of Mexico, Guatemala,
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Peru, Puerto Rico, and Dominican Republic. All ESL students spoke Spanish as their native
language. Their oral command of English ranged in abilities from novice to advanced. Data
from the learners of English were not accessed in this study.
After conducting seven face-to-face TLEs within a four-month period, attitudes and
opinions along with speaking abilities were assessed. Learners of Spanish were given premodel surveys and post-model surveys to compare initial perceptions of the project and
confidence to speak Spanish with perceived changes in their own abilities upon completion
of the course. Pre- and post-oral interviews were administered before beginning TLEs and at
the end conclusion of the study to triangulate perceptions of speaking abilities.
1.6 The Significance
This study placed two groups of students from different cultures and educational
institutions in a classroom to learn more about each other’s native language and culture
through guided language exchanges. The information contained in this document highlights
the benefits of face-to-face TLEs as an effective way to use or improve Spanish language
skills and broaden understanding of various Hispanic cultures through first-hand experience.
This study will modify how undergraduate learners of Spanish III meet the foreign language
requirement at this higher educational institution. Foreign language educators may find the
information in this study to be valuable when designing TLEs between undergraduate
learners of Spanish and adult learners of English from Spanish speaking countries
matriculated in local ESL institutions. In addition, foreign language educators along with
ESL educators in the K-12 setting may gain insight on how to connect both groups, who
learn in different classrooms within the same building, for real-world application of
classroom content that enhances communication and understanding of one another.
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1.7 Theoretical Framework
This research is grounded in the pedagogical theories and philosophies of Freire, bell
hooks, Krashen, and Vygotksy.
A tandem language exchange (TLE) is a vehicle for practical language use. It
involves people who speak different languages meeting for a pre-established number of
sessions so that each can practice using the other’s native language. The three basic
principles that qualify a language exchange experience as a tandem activity are unmixed
languages, reciprocity, and autonomy (Vassallo & Telles, 2006, p. 87). First, the language
exchange must be devoted to one language at a time. Each learner should refrain from using
his/her more proficient language when playing the role of language learner during the
exchange. Second, the participants must reciprocate equally as both student of the target
language and proficient speaker of the foreign or second language. This principle also
ensures that time conversing in the target language is equally distributed (Vassallo & Telles,
2006). Third, autonomy allows learners to personalize TLEs for organic learning to occur.
The idea of autonomy in TLE differs in the independent and the institutional frameworks
(Little and Brammerts, 1996; Vassallo & Torres, 2006). In the independent tandem model,
participants exercise autonomy by arranging and realizing the TLEs on their own volition. In
contrast, foreign language educators guide the institutional model and incorporate autonomy
as free time for learners to interact with guided activities. This study followed the
institutional tandem framework as the TLEs were implemented as a course component on the
syllabus for learners of Spanish. The learners of English voluntarily attended sessions for
personal pursuit of knowledge as an extension of their formal classroom instruction.
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This study draws upon Paulo Freire’s (1970) critical pedagogy theory to unbind
learners from the banking model approach to education by removing them as passive learners
in the classroom and placing them in meaningful learning contexts as active learners.
Intercultural exchanges do not serve the interests of the teacher but rather the interests of the
participants as learning is individualized through collaboration and sociability with people of
the target language and culture (Vassallo & Telles, 2006, p. 92). Furthermore, native
speakers of Spanish are a marginal group in society learning English in a different location
from native speakers of English learning Spanish at a local university. TLEs between both
groups place learners in positions of student and linguistic expert. In the latter, the participant
capitalizes on his/her native language and culture when playing the role of native speaker
during the intercultural exchanges. The teacher role allows leaners of Spanish and English to
capitalize on their unique experiences, culture and language skills as valuable resources for
the participants playing the student role. Shifting roles from teacher to student and from
student to teacher is expected to provide participants with a global symmetry that produces a
balance of power between both groups (Vassallo & Telles, 2006, p. 96). This balanced
learning paradigm between the groups is expected to produce a learning context that is less
intimidating than learning in a foreign language classroom where the teacher holds
institutional power over their learning experiences (Vassallo & Telles, 2006, p. 96).
bell hooks (2003) rejects the practice of authoritarian educators who undermine the
freedom of education by placing students in positions of passive learners and instead
supports progressive teaching practices of democratic educators who extend learning for
students from beyond the walls of the classroom to the streets of the community. According
to bell hooks (2003), diverse vernacular is an effective medium to exchange and share
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information in and out of the classroom. She elaborates that variations from standard
academic language honor diversity and reject dominant norms in education. From a
pluralistic perspective on education, it is important to place value on diversity and connect
students with communities of the multicultural world (bell hooks, 2003). In the case of
foreign language classrooms, students are rarely granted the opportunity to use the target
language learned in the classroom with native speakers. Moreover, the language learned in
the classroom is a standard form of Spanish following ACTFL benchmarks that is not
conducive for real-world conversation with people of the target language and culture residing
in the same community. Language exchanges derive from democratic education as an
extension of classroom learning for acquisition of real-world language and first-hand
understanding of culture that cannot be taught in the classroom but rather through interaction
with people from the target language and cultures.
According to Krashen’s (1982) five hypotheses on second language acquisition,
people either learn a foreign language in a classroom or in a process similar to how the first
language was acquired. Acquiring a language is very much different than learning a
language. This distinction is known as the acquisition-learning theory. According to Krashen
(1982), language acquisition refers to unconscious learning through meaningful messages in
context, while learning a language refers to formal instruction of vocabulary and grammar
from a teacher in a classroom. Krashen (1982) strongly supports that language can only be
acquired when a learner understands meaningful messages known as comprehensible input.
Learners acquire language when comprehensible input is received in a low-anxiety learning
environment (Krashen, 1982). The language exchanges are expected to produce a lowanxiety learning environment for participants as power is shared through the shifting of roles
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from student to teacher (Vassallo & Telles, 2006). Furthermore, they provide for the
participants contextual learning experiences that are similar to how a first language is
acquired. It is expected that by being put into a position to interact with native speakers, the
L2 learner will acquire social, communicative, and structural knowledge as the native
speaker’s vernacular and behaviors model correct usage of cultural and linguistic
information.
This study is also connected to Lev Vygotsky’s (1978) sociocultural theory (SCT) in
that humans learn through social interaction during task completion from more capable peers
and adults. Vygotsky’s (1978) sociocultural theory describes how learning occurs through
human social interaction. Vygotsky (1978) showed that children who were diagnosed with
equal mental ages according to a standardized exam varied to a high degree of differing
capabilities under teacher mediation. The differing capabilities of each child surfaced as a
result of scaffolding methods he employed to assist learners in task completion (Vygotsky,
1986). The potential capabilities of two eight-year-old children varied from 9 years to 12
years of mental age, indicating that subsequent instruction for each learner should highly
differ as well (Vygotsky, 1986). The difference in each learner’s capability as a result of
assistance is what Vygotsky (1978) called the zone of proximal development (ZPD). The
zone of actual development (ZAD) represents abilities that have already matured and are part
of the learners’ thinking processes, while the ZPD is a collection of abilities that are in the
process of developing but have not developed yet (Vygotsky, 1978, p. 88). In the case of
TLEs between both groups, the more capable peer is the native speaker assisting the L2
learner in acquiring new levels of proximal development in the target language through
conversation and task completion of the learning aids (Vygotsky, 1978).
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1.8 Definition of Key Terms
For the purposes of this study, the following definitions were applied:
Definition of Terms
1. Heritage Speaker (HS)*: A person who learned to speak a language at home from
family members and received little-to-no formal education in the language.
2. Intercultural interaction*: Interaction that involves more than one culture.
3. Monoglossic language ideology: language ideology that views language as an
autonomous skill that functions independently from the context in which it is used
(García & Torres-Guevara, 2009)
4. Native Language (L1) *: the main language one learns to speak from birth
5. Native Speaker *: A person who is raised by parents or guardians who speak the
official language of a specific geographic location and often educated in the location
of where the language is deemed the official language.
6. Tandem Language Exchange: The studying of the language and culture of another
language with native speakers of that language to mutual advantage (Calvert, 1999, p.
56)
7. Target Language (L2) *: the second or foreign language one intends to learn
8. Telecolaboration/Teletandem: A telecollaborative learning context that involves pairs
of native speakers of different languages interacting through voice, text and webcam
image (Zakir, Ludmila & Telles, 2015, p. 21)
9. Zone of Actual Development (ZAD): The level of development of a child’s mental
functions that has been established as a result of certain already completed
developmental cycles (Vygotsky, 1978, p. 85)
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10. Zone of proximal development: Those functions that not yet matured but are in the
process of maturation, functions that will mature tomorrow but are currently in an
embryonic state (Vygotsky, 1978, p. 86)
11. Globally minded*: Considering differing cultural perspectives on life
Definitions are directly quoted from sources, unless indicated with an asterisk (*)
1.9 Summary
To achieve adequate language proficiency levels, it is necessary to connect language
learners with native speakers of the target language and culture. While doing so, it is not only
important to study the effectiveness of intercultural interactions for language learning, but
also, the way learners of Spanish feel and think about the learning process in face-to-face
TLEs.
The following chapter is a literature review concentrating on research in second language
acquisition and community-based learning, while examining the tenets of face-to-face
tandem language exchanges as a complementary course component to the foreign language
classroom that provides first-hand exposure to the target language and cultures for
acquisition of linguistic and cultural knowledge.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
2.1 Chapter Overview
This chapter is a literature review concentrating on research in second language
acquisition and community-based learning, while examining the tenets of face-to-face
tandem language exchanges and the impact they have on linguistic and cultural
understanding for adult second and foreign language learners in current literature.
2.2 Background
Although some universities in the U.S. make studying abroad a mandatory
component for any major, most do not require first-hand contact with native speakers of the
target language (L2) nor is there a requirement to study abroad as an exchange student when
completing foreign language requirements or pursuing a minor of a foreign language. It is
only when a student completes a major in a foreign language that s/he is required to study
abroad and interact with native speakers. Given that the most meaningful oral practice
educators provide for learners with the absence of native speakers is the implementation of
communicative activities that engage students of the same native language and culture in oral
practice with one another, students do not utilize the L2 for functional purposes in the realworld nor do they gain confidence in speaking the L2 with native speakers they cross paths
with in society and in the workplace.
To provide learners with first-hand experience utilizing second language in
multilingual societies, educators in Europe have been collaborating with other educational
institutions for face-to-face language exchanges since the 1800s (Calvert, 1999). Today,
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interdisciplinary programs utilizing face-to-face TLEs in the U.S. are scarce and are being
commanded into fruition with a boom in the Spanish speaking population. It is rare to
discover a course component in introductory foreign language courses that arranges social
learning experiences with native speakers for real-world application of classroom concepts
and acquisition of vernacular and cultural knowledge for mutual benefit. The current
framework largely omits native speakers in foreign language courses. Sheltered L2 learning
environments are thereby reinforced creating a sense artificiality as a problematic norm
(Little & Brammerts, 1996).
Provided that intercultural knowledge and authentic communication are acquired
through intercultural experiences (ACTFL, 2012; Calvert 1992; Cziko, 2004; Little &
Brammerts, 1996; Vassallo & Telles, 2006; Wolff, 2018), foreign language educators should
establish community-based learning in the form of language exchanges as a complementary
course component for introductory learners completing the foreign language requirement. By
excluding an extension of learning to the community where the Spanish language is used by
a significant percentage of the country’s population (USCB, 2016), educators deprive
students of the true experiences needed to shape globally minded citizens that second
language requirements and ACTFL (2012) intend to produce.
2.3 Second Language Acquisition
Second language acquisition occurs in settings that are either informal or formal
(Krashen, 1982). In formal settings, native and nonnative teachers of the target language
provide instruction and learning opportunities for groups of students to practice activities that
are focused on acquiring grammatical and communicative knowledge (Cziko, 2004).
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Conversely, interactions in naturalistic settings with native speakers provide ample
opportunities to listen to and speak the target language. Both experiences provide different
learning opportunities and outcomes for language learners.
According to Krashen’s (1982) theories on second language acquisition, people either
learn a foreign language in a classroom through conscious effort of grammatical rules and
drills or in a process similar to how the first language was acquired. This distinction between
acquiring and learning a language is known as the acquisition-learning theory (Krashen,
1982). Language acquisition refers to unconscious learning through comprehensible input of
meaningful messages (Krashen, 1982). This method of learning is achieved through
interactions without thinking about theoretical L2 knowledge when conveying and
understanding messages in realistic settings (Krashen, 1982). However, Cziko (2004) advises
that L2 learners receive high exposure and many opportunities for oral production in
naturalistic environments, but do not receive precise corrective feedback for conceptual
development of L2 information.
Krashen (1982) refers to formal instruction one receives from a teacher in a
classroom as learning a language. The language-learning method is the traditional technique
in K-16 and capitalizes on form of written language rather than function for oral
communication. For example, this type of learning focuses on memorizing vocabulary and
applying rules to complete written activities. In an academic classroom, the teacher usually
provides corrective feedback in the moment an error in oral production occurs. The type of
feedback varies in form from a correct answer to mediated prompts that graduate from most
implicit to most explicit (Davin & Donato, 2013).
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Constant error correction impedes opportunity for genuine spontaneity to utilize the
foreign language, which creates an affective filter that mentally blocks learners from
acquiring language in situations that cause anxiety (Krashen, 1982). Therefore, motivation
and self-esteem to orally produce the L2 are negatively impacted (Krashen, 1982). While
research shows that L2 instruction is statistically significant (Norris & Ortega, 2000), the
limitations of this traditional form of foreign language learning include an inadequate
exposure to the L2, limited opportunities to speak the L2, and limited target language and
cultural knowledge from nonnative teachers (Cziko, 2004).
Krashen (1982) strongly supports that a language can only be acquired when a learner
understands messages from an interlocutor, which is known as comprehensible input. Input is
an understandable message that is delivered from one person to another. Furthermore,
learners acquire language when comprehensible input is received in a low-anxiety learning
environment (Krashen, 1982). While Krashen’s (1982) theories are widely accepted in the
field of second language acquisition, they do not remain unchallenged by other researchers.
Swain (2008) conducted practitioner research with a group of students learning French in
Canada and found that input was not the only determining factor of second language
acquisition. Swain (2008) discovered that comprehensible output, which challenges the L2
learner to produce correct oral responses by asking guiding questions that search for clarity,
is also an important factor in the process of second language acquisition.
Even though a metanalysis of literature on the effectiveness of L2 learning in formal
classrooms demonstrates that linguistic gains could be statistically significant without
incorporating interactions with native speakers beyond the classroom (Norris & Ortega,
2000), research on intercultural experiences as TLEs with native speakers shows that the
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benefits of informal and formal learning are combined, providing an avenue for acquisition
of grammar and sociolinguistic and cultural knowledge that is inaccessible without the
inclusion of formal instruction and interactions with native speakers (ACTFL, 2012; Calvert,
1992; Cziko, 2004; Little & Brammerts, 1996; Vassallo & Telles, 2006; Wolff, 2018).
2.4 The American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages
ACTFL is “an individual membership organization of more than 12,500 language
educators and administrators from elementary through graduate education, as well
as government and industry” (ACTFL, 2004). According to ACTFL (2012), “learning
languages prepares us to connect to the multilingual and multicultural world we share.” The
American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages (ACTFL, 2012) establishes
proficiency guidelines as benchmarks a language learner achieves in different language
levels. The standards are similar to the Common European Framework of Reference for
Languages (CEFR Levels, 2020). ACTFL holds the belief that “language and communication
are at the heart of the human experience, and that the U.S. must nurture and develop
indigenous, immigrant, and world language resources to be linguistically and culturally
prepared to function as world citizens.” (ACTFL, 2004).
In 2012, ACTFL updated the language proficiency guidelines that language educators
in the U.S. use as benchmarks for instruction and assessment of the four language skills:
speaking, reading, listening, and writing. The proficiency guidelines are categorized into five
major levels: distinguished, superior, advanced, intermediate, and novice. Furthermore, the
levels advanced, intermediate, and novice are broken down into three subareas: low, mid, and
high (ACTFL, 2012). In reference to students meeting the foreign language requirement of
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Spanish at this university, the novice-low sublevel is expected when beginning a Spanish 1
course. Upon completion of Spanish I, students are expected to advance to the novice-mid
sublevel. When beginning a Spanish II course, students are expected to possess a novice-mid
sublevel and finish with a novice-high sublevel. Moreover, learners are expected to begin
Spanish III with a novice-high sublevel and achieve an intermediate-low sublevel upon
completion.
In addition to the proficiency guidelines, ACTFL collaborated with 16 other language
organizations and published the World-Readiness Standards for Learning Languages. In
2012, the standards were updated to include real-world application, literacy, and 21st century
skills (ACTFL, 2012). This guide serves as a road map for communication and cultural
understanding that prepares learners for competent interactions with the target languages and
cultures in the community and through the internet. The standards are organized into five
goal areas, known as the 5 C’s: Communication, Cultures, Connections, Comparisons, and
Communities (ACTFL, 2012). ACTFL (2012) capitalizes on connecting with local
communities and those abroad to achieve proficiency guidelines. By incorporating the 5 C’s
into language curriculum, educators provide students with the tools and experiences to
become globally minded.
Foreign language textbooks incorporate the proficiency guidelines into practice.
However, the 5 C’s are unreachable without firsthand contact with native speakers of the
target language in the community, on campus, or abroad. When interactions with native
speakers are absent from the curriculum, foreign language programs do not provide avenues
for students to accomplish proficiency expectations of linguistic and cultural knowledge.
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2.5 Community-based Learning
For the purpose of this study, I interpret the terms community learning and service
learning to be synonymous (e.g. community-centered service learning), whereas community
service is work that is socially useful and intended to aid an area or group of people. In most
instances, this form of labor is voluntary, but community learning has been defined as “both
a pedagogy and an activity in which students perform a community service as part of their
academic coursework” (Gascoigne-Lally, 2001). Gascoigne-Lally (2001) reiterates the
distinction between these forms of community work by addressing service learning’s reliance
on the alignment of activities with course learning outcomes. Furthermore, Morton (1995)
conceptualizes service learning as an arrangement that, unlike charity work, pursues social
change. Thus, community-based learning activities must connect classroom content to realworld experience, providing the learner with more in-depth knowledge of the discipline
while also equally benefiting the recipients of the service (Ward & Wolf-Wendel, 2012).
Ward & Wolf-Wendel (2012) created a model of service learning that differentiates
between campus-focused service and community-focused service, using the clarifications
“doing-for” and “doing-with” (p. 769). The “doing-for” approach recognizes the community
as a faulty structure and utilizes campus resources to fix identified problems. The “doingwith” approach, on the other hand, seeks to establish a mutual, reciprocal relationship
between campus and community in order to better identify root causes of community issues.
In the latter case, service is integral to the learning process rather than simply mandatory, and
the outcomes are shared.
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2.6 TLEs as Community Learning
Furco (1996) notes that service learning (i.e., community learning) must “equally
benefit the provider and the recipient of the service as well as to ensure equal focus on both
the service being provided and the learning that is occurring” (p. 12). In this study, TLEs
would register as community learning in so far as an institution external to the university is
recognized and shares a reciprocal benefit. TLEs and community learning both require true
reciprocity to achieve mutual benefit. Therefore, the three tenets of TLEs framework:
unmixed languages, reciprocity, and autonomy between undergraduate learners of Spanish
with adult learners of English in the community is interpreted as interinstitutional
community-based learning.
2.7 History of TLEs
Tandem language learning dates to the early 1800’s when intercultural exchanges
were arranged for children in England (Calvert, 1992; Wolff, 2018). Face-to-face language
exchange was coined as tandem in Germany in the 1960s (Calvert, 1992). During this time,
TLEs were carried out in the face-to-face format in the same setting and involved learners
from two different European countries. In Europe, where multiple languages are spoken,
TLEs became a complementary component in second language curriculum (Cziko, 2004).
In 1968, educators implemented the tandem framework and developed learning aids
to facilitate intercultural exchanges for French and German youth. This learning intervention
was then applied to facilitate communication between German and Turkish immigrants in
work areas (Wolff, 2018). In 1979, Wolff (2018) arranged intercultural exchanges for
German and Spanish students in Madrid, Spain and created an international TLE program.
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This collaboration was the beginning of the TANDEM Network that later united language
schools in 16 countries (Calvert, 1992; Cziko, 2004). In 1981, face-to-face TLEs then
became a specialized focus in language schools for German and French professionals (Wolff,
2018).
With the invention of the internet, telecollaboration through email, blogs, forums,
instant message, audio and video chat, etc. became the most utilized method for achieving
first-hand contact with native speakers of the target language. Helmurt Brammerts was an
innovator in this form of TLEs by creating the International Email Tandem Network that
united 11 countries through email in 1994. Today, this organization is called the International
Tandem Network and unites 12 universities in Europe (Little & Brammerts, 1996). The
Electronic Network for Language and Culture (ENLACE) was also established in 2004 by
Jürgen Wolff and continues to offer TLE services to language learners around the world
(Cziko, 2004). These projects sparked a surge in collaborations creating the government of
the TANDEM Fundazioa, which extended the tandem framework from language schools to
universities, refugee centers and non-profit institutions (Wolff, 2018).
Conversely, literature on face-to-face TLEs in the U.S. is scarce (Cziko, 2004). As of
2003, not one research article on TLEs from the U.S. appeared in major second/foreign
language journals (Cziko, 2004). Since then, researchers in the U.S. began to implement
language exchanges through the internet for telecollaborative projects or connected their
learners with native speakers of Spanish in the community to assist the population with a
societal function while enhancing L2 conversational skills (López, 2014). The servicelearning projects created learning experiences that facilitated the development of ACTFL’s 5
C’s.
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To provide a clear understanding of the TLEs theoretical framework, Brammerts
categorized (Brammerts as cited in Cavalari, 2018) tandem into levels of “institutional
support: integrated, semi-integrated, non-integrated, non-institutional, semi-institutional, and
institutional.”
2.8 Independent Language Exchanges
In the non-institutional TLE framework, language learners carry out independent
practice with one another without any assistance from an educator or integration into an
educational curriculum. People exercise complete freedom in deciding the trajectory of
learning based on an informal agreement to participate in intercultural interactions for mutual
gain of each other’s native or proficient language. Today, language learners around the world
carry out this form of autonomous TLEs through applications and language exchange
websites. While autonomy in the language learning process could be beneficial for highly
motivated individuals, it is found that learners without metalinguistic skills do not acquire
precise feedback from native speakers that is needed to produce correct grammatical forms in
the L2 (Cziko, 2004). Therefore, it is highly recommended that learners integrate formal
classroom instruction into their language learning journey (Norris & Ortega, 2000).
Wang (2018) described the process he experienced in establishing a TLE program.
TLEs did not provide any course credit or awards and was solely based on autonomy and
reciprocity of the learners. The researcher created a course on the educational software
Canvas with modules that consisted of online registration forums, worksheets, and language
diaries to facilitate collaboration among students interested in learning each other’s native
language. Participants were instructed to write in their native languages on the forums
indicating their target languages of interest and to wait for native speakers of their target
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languages to respond to the threads. The researcher sought to gather data through a survey as
well as observe the interactions that took place via email and messenger. In total, 149
participants with 17 different native languages registered for the TLE program. At the
conclusion of the study, only 18 students returned the surveys and one was submitted as
incomplete. Of the 18 students who returned the surveys, 13 students indicated that they met
once with their partners and the remaining five participants had undergone consistent TLE
practice. Regarding further development of the TLE program, the researcher suggested an
award be given to motivate active participation. For this reason, TLEs are successful when
they are integrated into the course.
2.9 Institutional Language Exchanges
Contrary to the independent framework, the institutional TLE structure is categorized
as institutional, semi-institutional, non-integrated, semi-integrated, and integrated
(Brammerts as cited in Cavalari, 2018). Non-integrated qualifies as TLE that is carried out
autonomously but promoted by the educational institution as complementary to a formal
course. Semi-integrated refers to TLE that is incorporated into the curriculum of one
language institution, while integrated refers to full integration between both educational
institutions. This study followed the integrated format as TLEs were incorporated in both
language courses. However, the level of integration varied between both institutions. For the
learners of Spanish, TLEs were a mandatory course component. On the other hand, TLEs
were promoted by the ESL organization and participation was voluntary.
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2.10 TLE Framework
A tandem language exchange is a vehicle for practical language use. It involves
learners who speak different languages meeting for a pre-established number of sessions so
that each can practice using the other’s native language. The three basic principles that
qualify a language exchange experience as a tandem activity are unmixed languages,
reciprocity, and autonomy (Little & Brammerts, 1996; Vassallo & Telles, 2006). First, the
language exchange must be devoted to one language at a time. Each learner must refrain
from using his/her more proficient language when playing the role of language learner during
the exchange. This principle ensures that an equal amount of time is designated to each
language, while challenging the learner to maintain conversation in the target language.
Second, the participants must reciprocate equally as both student of the target language and
expert of the foreign language. This principle also ensures that time conversing in the target
language is equally distributed. Tandem is not considered employment or a service for
monetary compensation, since both parties equally benefit. Third, autonomy allows learners
to personalize the TLE for organic learning to occur. The idea of autonomy in TLE differ in
the independent and the institutional frameworks (Vassallo & Torres, 2006). In the
independent tandem model, participants exercise autonomy by arranging and realizing the
TLE (Brammerts as cited in Cavalari, 2018). On the other hand, foreign language educators
guide the institutional model and incorporate autonomy as free time for learners to interact.
2.11 Unmixed Languages
The language exchange must be devoted to one language at a time (Calvert, 1999;
Vassallo & Telles, 2006). Each learner should refrain from using his/her more proficient
language when playing the role of language learner during the exchange. This principle
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ensures that an equal amount of time is designated to each language, while challenging the
learner to maintain conversation in the target language (Vassallo & Telles, 2006). Little and
Brammerts (1996) describe a situation in which a beginner learner may not possess enough
linguistic skills to maintain communication solely in the L2. In this event, it is common for
the L2 learner to stop the conversation and resort to his/her native language to negotiate
meaning (Little & Brammerts, 1996). In contrast, Vassallo & Telles (2006) enforce the rule
of unmixed languages due to the belief that using the native language may create an
imbalance in the amount of time the learners dedicate to each language.
2.12 Reciprocity
Reciprocity is the practice of exchanging one thing for the other for mutual benefit. In
the TLE framework, the participants reciprocate equally as both learner and native speaker.
When a participant plays the role of native speaker during the TLE, s/he is put into a position
of possessing linguistic and cultural knowledge that the participant playing the role of student
needs to successfully carry out a task in the L2. Since the proficient speaker is not a trained
teacher, s/he must receive training on how to correct the participant playing the role of
student (O’Dowd, 2007).
The principle of reciprocity ensures that time conversing in the target language is
equally distributed for each participant, consequently both groups benefit equally from the
exchange of information. Mutual gain in the form of knowledge from the interaction
distinguishes tandem from other learning interventions (Cziko, 2004). Tandem is not
considered exploitation, employment, tutoring, or a service that charges monetary
compensation, since both parties gain knowledge from the social interaction (Vassallo &
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Telles, 2006), but rather a learning intervention that complements the foreign language
classroom (Calvert, 1992; Cziko, 2004; Little & Brammerts, 1996; Vassallo & Telles, 2006).
2.12.1 Learning through Social Interaction. Vygotsky’s (1978) sociocultural theory
(SCT) describes how learning occurs through human social interaction. According to Davin
and Donato’s (2013) view on sociocultural theory, conceptual development is socially and
culturally derived and occurs through interactions between a student and more capable peers
or adults (p. 7). Davin and Donato (2013) interpreted learning within SCT as a mediated
problem-solving mechanism. Specifically, when a student encounters a new task, he/she
makes use of various forms of mediation in order to problem-solve (Vygotsky, 1986).
Explicit language is the most utilized form of mediation during social interactions (Poehner
& Lantolf, 2010). Conceptual development takes place when a learner internalizes the
explicit language during mediated assistance (Vygotsky, 1986).
Vygotsky (1978) labeled the first level as the zone of actual development, that is, the
developmental level that has already been established as part of a person’s cognitive
processes. Vygotsky (1978) believed that what people can do with assistance is more
indicative of their cognitive development than what they can do individually (p.
85). Vygotsky (1978) showed that children who were diagnosed with equal mental ages
according to a standardized exam varied to a high degree of differing capabilities under
teacher mediation. The differing capabilities of each child surfaced as a result of scaffolding
methods he employed to assist learners in task completion (Vygotsky, 1986). In his study, the
potential capabilities of two eight-year-old children varied from 9 years to 12 years of mental
age, indicating that subsequent instruction for each learner should highly differ as well
(Vygotsky, 1986). The difference in each learner’s capability as a result of assistance is what
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Vygotsky (1978) called the zone of proximal development ZPD, that is, “the distance
between the actual developmental level as determined by independent problem solving and
the level of potential development as determined through problem solving under adult
guidance or in collaboration with more capable peers” (p. 86). In other words, the ZAD
represents abilities that have already matured and are part of the learners’ thinking processes,
while the ZPD is a collection of abilities that are in the process of developing but have not
developed yet (Vygotsky, 1978).
In reference to the TLE principle of reciprocity, the native speaker assists the learner
in acquiring linguistic and cultural knowledge through interaction. The participant playing
the student role during the language exchange is brought to his/her respective ZPD of L2
abilities as skills progress throughout the semester. Therefore, the learning process is
personalized for each participant as their unique learning needs are identified.
2.12.2 Language Ideologies. When the official language of the location is deemed
Spanish or English, there tends to be an implicit academic hierarchy concerning which
variation of those languages are considered superior by dominant society in the U.S. (Flores
& Rosa, 2015; García & Wei, 2014; Rampton, 1990). According to Rampton (1990), the
variation of ethnic Anglos is interpreted as the dominant form of English in academic
settings. Moreover, researchers (García & Wei, 2014; Flores and Rosa, 2015) find that
academic variations of Spanish from Spain and Latin America are considered superior to the
Spanish utilized by heritage speakers in U.S. society, even though the heritage speaker is
more adept at navigating a wider array of bilingual situations due to experiences using both
languages or translanguaging (García & Woodley, 2009), to communicate with people
sharing the same ethnic background in the household and in the community. People who
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subscribe to raciolinguistic ideologies view language and race through a monoglossic lens
that elevates ethnic white above interlocutors from other races, colors and creeds (Flores &
Rosa, 2015). This perspective on language and race is problematic in current language
education programs (García & Woodley, 2009).
According to Flores and Rosa (2015), “monoglossic language ideologies position
monolingualism in a standard national language as the norm to which all national subjects
should aspire (p. 151).” Subtractive models to language education support educational
inequalities as the goal is to instill in learners the standard form of a language with disregard
for diverse linguistic and cultural practices. In other words, a learner from a different heritage
background of ethnic white is expected to speak adequately the standard form of a language,
in this case, Spanish or English, and when the interlocutor accomplishes the expectation, the
listening subject continues to view the person of color as inferior. This deficit perspective on
language education is found in educational settings that aim to strip an individual of his/her
heritage and replace it with the dominant norm.
The proposal of the No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB) of 2002 aimed to shrink the
racial achievement gap in the U.S. but became highly controversial for minorities and diverse
learners. Researchers opposing this act re-named the acronym as No Child Left Bilingual
(Menken & Soloroza, 2012) as new challenges for standardized test taking among the
immigrant student population surfaced. The scores of many immigrant and minority students
did not reflect true potential due to low language proficiency of academic English. Lower test
scores in turn resulted in higher high school dropout rates (Menken & Soloroza, 2012). This
act was an exemplar of monoglossic ideologies prevalent in the U.S. educational system
toward diverse student populations.
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Conversely, the act of carrying out collaborative learning opportunities for acquisition
of linguistic and cultural knowledge with native speakers whose vernacular varies from the
standard form could be viewed as a heteroglossic approach to language education. According
to García and Woodley (2009), a heteroglossic approach positions multilingualism and
variations from the standard form as appropriate for educational contexts. This perspective
repositions the linguistic background of learners from any background as valuable resources
of linguistic and cultural knowledge. Similarly, the given heritage and native language of
each participant is a prerequisite for the TLE framework to function. The goal of the TLE
framework is to produce bilingual or multilingual subjects through intercultural interactions
that position native speakers of English and Spanish as both student and teacher of linguistic
and cultural knowledge.
2.12.3 Native Speaker Role. A native speaker of a language is a person who is raised
by parents or guardians who speak the official language of a specific geographic location.
Native speakers are completely familiarized with their language and culture (Blake & Zyzik,
2003). Although native speakers are not trained teachers, they know when something does
not sound right, and if instructed (O’Dowd, 2007), they could provide valuable feedback that
assists learners in developing linguistic skills. Interactions between native speakers and
nonnative speakers are well studied in the field of second language acquisition (Blake &
Zyzik, 2003; Chaudron, 1978; Ferguson, 1975; Scarcella & Higa, 1981). According to Long
(1981), native speakers modify speech when interacting with nonnative speakers to make
messages comprehensible through repetition, explanation, elaboration, and inquiries.
The term native speaker refers to any participant who spoke English or Spanish as
his/her native language. Furthermore, two participants in this study were bilingual in English
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and Spanish and considered heritage speakers of Spanish and native speakers of English.
Although they did not qualify as native speakers of Spanish, since they were raised in the
U.S. and did not experience formal education in their parent’s native language, they
possessed a strong command of Spanish and a native command of English. Native speakers
from each group were taught to intervene when linguistic errors in speaking and writing
surfaced rather than guide the learning process like an educator in a formal setting.
2.12.4 Power Relations. The idea of power can be associated with various themes as
participants assume different roles according to the principle of reciprocity. When the
participant is the proficient speaker during the exchange, s/he possesses linguistic and
cultural information that the participant playing the role of student needs to successfully
complete a task. With this in mind, the native speaker is placed into a position of power by
possessing linguistic skills and cultural knowledge that was inherited from his/her upbringing
in a specific geographic location (Phillipson, 1992; Rampton, 1990). Although the proficient
speaker is placed into a position that is similar to a teacher providing corrective feedback,
s/he does not hold institutional power over the participant executing the role of learner
(Vassallo & Telles, 2006). Power in this intervention is negotiated as learners switch roles
from student to teacher.
2.13 Autonomy
The idea of autonomy in adult education came into fruition in the 1970’s (Little &
Brammerts, 1996), which derived from learner centered philosophies and pedagogies of
education (Dewey, 1986; Freire, 1970). Autonomy allows learners to personalize the TLE for
organic learning to occur. The idea of autonomy in TLE differ in the independent and the
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institutional frameworks (Little & Brammerts, 1996). In the independent tandem model,
participants exercise autonomy by arranging, designing, and carrying out the TLEs. On the
other hand, foreign language educators guide the institutional model and incorporate
autonomy as free time for learners to interact.
2.13.1 Personalization. Interactions between native speakers and nonnative speakers
is expected to make nonnative speakers aware of their linguistic limitations, which is a part
of the process in acquiring a second language (Polio & Gass, 1998). When nonnative
speakers do not understand a lexical or grammatical item, the flow of conversation halts, and
the misunderstanding becomes the primary area of concentration (Gass & Varonis, 1994). As
each participant interacts during the TLE, unique errors and misunderstanding surface as a
result of each learner’s actual L2 development, thus personalizing the learning process for
proximal development of L2 information as misunderstandings are mediated (Vassallo &
Telles, 2006). In other words, the linguistic assistance received is contingent on the learning
needs that surface through conversation or task completion of the learning aids. The
assistance received is expected to facilitate the process of second language acquisition as
comprehensible input is received and comprehensible output is articulated (Cziko, 2004).
2.14 Tandem Language Exchanges
Lewis and O’Dowd (2016) carried out a systematic review on linguistic development
of TLE research and found that it is primarily focused on interactionist and sociocultural
viewpoints (p. 49). The data gathered in these studies are usually quantified by the frequency
of linguistic occurrences in conversation (Lewis & O’Dowd, 2016). According to Lewis and
O’Dowd (2016), “intercultural exchanges from an interactionist perspective are focused on
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three guiding areas: negotiation of meaning, peer corrective feedback, and pragmatic
competence development (p. 49).”
Calvert (1992) monitored the efficacy of TLEs when he spent a week in Spain
observing 80 undergraduate students from Oviedo and Bochum exchanging German for
Spanish in an intensive one-month tandem course. This practice emphasized student-centered
learning as an extension of the communicative teaching approach. Calvert (1999) clarifies the
components of the tandem framework and provides concrete examples of how to design
activities that allow learners to work together. Teachers are the facilitators of TLEs and
identify problems that may arise during the process and implement preventative measures for
the following sessions.
Literature on face-to-face language exchanges is scarce in the U.S. and Europe in the
21st century. However, Baratardiere and Jeanneau (2006) elaborate the process of
internationationalization that takes place in the language hub at the University of Limerick as
over a thousand exchange students throughout Europe enroll each year and engage in face-toface TLEs. The researchers hold an event at the university to recruit language learners into
the program. They communicate the ground rules to the participants: engage one hour per
week, keep appointments, prepare for the session, and dedicate the same amount of time
towards each language. The issue of an imbalance in the amount of home learners with
foreign learners was brought to light through student surveys, and so the researchers bridged
the gap by using recruitment techniques, such as posters, emails, and digital displays on
televisions around campus. Participants also reported that a lesson plan needed to be created
to guide TLEs. In response, the researchers created a workbook to facilitate the exchanges.
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TLEs allowed students from different parts of the world to come together on a weekly basis,
which created a sense of internationalization on campus.
Hasega (2012) gathered data from 275 participants over 7 years in Japanese TLEs for
tertiary language learners at Curtin University in Western Australia. The researcher sought to
validate three research objectives: TLEs and students’ class attendance; TLEs and end-ofsemester oral examination performance; and TLE and overall academic results. The TLEs
were implemented as a supplementary activity which valued five percent of the course
requirement. Native speakers of Japanese were recruited via announcement boards, from
ESL courses at the university, a community outreach to Japanese residents, and
advertisements in local ESL schools. Students who attended the TLEs were more likely to
attend in-class lessons. Only three students who attended all the TLEs failed the oral
interview, which suggests that the TLEs provided an opportunity for students to gain
confidence in speaking Japanese with a native speaker. Most students who attended the TLEs
passed the course. This study made it possible to demonstrate how regular interaction with
native speakers of the target language affected student motivation, level of engagement, and
overall academic results.
2.15 Telecollaboration
With the invention of the internet, a new form of tandem emerged in the 90s:
Teletandem (Vassallo & Torres, 2006) or Telecollaboration (O’Dowd, 2007). The two terms
are synonymous and are an intercultural exchange between geographically distant
participants through the medium of the internet (O’Dowd, 2007). Educators now use web 2.0
tools such as Skype, Google Hangout, Whatsapp, Facebook Messenger, etc. to engage their
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classrooms in language exchanges through blogs, social media, and email activities
(Akiyama & Cunningham, 2017; Castillo-Scott, 2015).
Castillo-Scott (2015) connected undergraduate leaners of Spanish pursuing a minor or
major in Spanish in the U.S. with undergraduate learners of English majoring in engineering
and science in Chile via Skype and Google hangouts for four 40-minute sessions. Students
interviewed and asked each other questions on different topics to reinforce course content.
The project followed the institutional tandem framework: unmixed languages, reciprocity,
and autonomy (Vassallo & Torres, 2006). Autonomy was incorporated as an open topic
discussion for one entire session. As a written component, the participants wrote blogs on
various topics in the target language. The learners of Spanish were assessed on linguistic
precision and understanding of the Spanish language and culture in the written blogs. In a
survey, participants reported that TLEs with native speakers accelerated conceptual
development of the foreign language (Castillo-Scott, 2015). Consequently, student
motivation to learn the language enhanced after each teletandem experience and their
confidence in oral communication increased as well (Castillo-Scott, 2015).
Andreica and Marius (2016) describe a TLE activity designed to align with the
Common European Framework of Reference for Languages for beginner level language
learners. The activity was modified from participant feedback during the pilot stage. The goal
of the activity was to acquire lexical knowledge and cultural understanding of the educational
systems of Romania and France. The activity was designed to be meaningful, subjective, and
conducive. Participants were able to draw upon their own educational experiences in their
native language to inform the L2 learner of their educational experiences in another country.
During the exchange, participants spoke in their native language to provide the L2 learner
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with information that was used to complete a written task. Upon completion of the activities,
a portfolio or folder was submitted to the language instructors for evaluation of the course
requirement. The reports suggested that participants acquired lexical knowledge and
understanding of the educational system in the target culture through first-hand anecdotes in
the L2.
Acar and Kobayashi (2011) distributed 600 online surveys to native speakers of
Japanese registered on two online language exchange platforms who engaged in three or
more tandem language exchanges with native speakers of English and received 64 responses.
The surveys contained information as to why the English learners wanted to connect with
native speakers of English for language exchanges and how they carried out the meetings.
Participants reported: it is more important to gain experience communicating with foreigners
than learning the language itself; they searched for a native speaker of English for
occupational or business purposes; a third reported that they mostly spoke in English, while
the other majority reported that they randomly switched back and forth between both
languages. It was found that there is a positive correlation between correcting each other’s
mistakes and talking about personal problems with the satisfaction of the meetings.
2.16 Participant Training
To evaluate the effectiveness of TLEs and to provide educators with guidance in
realizing them, O’Dowd (2007) examined three qualitative research studies that incorporated
email, message boards, and video conferencing between foreign language classrooms
following the institutional tandem framework. O’Dowd’s (2007) research revealed three
important findings: TLEs positively impact intercultural development in a manner that
traditional classroom instruction cannot achieve; cultural awareness develops best when it
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contains dialogue involving comparisons of culture; and language acquisition is maximized
when incorporating multiple activities that target all language skills: reading, writing,
speaking, and listening comprehension. Students must receive instruction on how to describe
culture to verbalize examples of their own before engaging in discourse with language
partners. Furthermore, teachers must also train students to develop investigative and
ethnographic skills to learn more about the target language and culture (O’Dowd, 2007, p.
149). In summary, it is necessary for both students and teachers to be prepared for TLEs.
2.17 Intercultural Development
Kramsch (1993) argues that teachers bring in their misconceptions of culture into
classroom instruction (p. 349). To combat this issue, 12 language teachers from different
parts of the world met for a three-day seminar in Obernai, Alsace. They all taught a foreign
language different from their native language and worked with other teachers who were
native speakers of the languages they taught. The seminar had three goals: determine the way
teachers select materials for culture learning; identify cultural misunderstandings; and
document the process of conflict resolution. By interacting with native speakers of the
language who lived its reality, language instructors gained a sense of cautiousness in
selecting cultural materials toward cultural generalizations and stereotypes (Kramsch, 1993).
Moreoever, Zakir, Funo and Telles (2016) analyzed one culture-related episodes of a
teletandem interaction between a Brazilian student and an American student. The transcripts
revealed that the two participants brought expectations, assumptions and their own
interpretations of their partner’s culture when they spoke of culture-related topics such as
soccer; music genres; lifestyles and social practices; weather; accents; academic life; and
politics and economy (p. 26).
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According to Chen and Starosta (1998), the terms intercultural awareness,
intercultural sensitivity, and intercultural adroitness have been used ambiguously in existing
literature. Here, the authors conceptualize and operationalize the three terms to provide
concrete clarification of the similarities and differences between them as well as provide
guidance on how to further develop these areas (Chen & Starosta, 1998). Intercultural
awareness provides a person with an understanding of cultural dynamics to avoid
misunderstandings and to identify how communication differs across cultures. Intercultural
awareness is broken down into three levels: awareness of stereotypes, cultural differences,
and awareness from an insider’s perspective (Chen & Starosta, 1998). According to Chen
and Starosta (1998), intercultural awareness is best achieved through direct contact with
people from the target culture.
Baker (2012) draws the line between cultural awareness and intercultural awareness
and provides examples on how to apply the latter through various learning approaches.
Cultural awareness is thought of containing nine steps while the remaining three steps pertain
to the development of intercultural awareness. The development of cultural awareness is seen
as the first steps to understanding the target culture, while the development of intercultural
awareness is the learned ability to apply cultural knowledge and navigate well the target
culture. He argues that educators must not teach general culture but rather teach dynamic
sociocultural information from local, national, and global contexts.
O’Dowd’s (2003) one-year action research study followed email exchanges between
five pairs of students in Britain and Spain. The goal of the study was to identify the factors
that contributed to making telecollaborative languages exchanges either a success or a
failure. The author employed ethnographic procedures when playing the role of teacher-
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researcher in Spain and collaborated with a professor in the UK to engage their learners in
cross-cultural discussions. The participants engaged in 10 meaningful tasks through email
that were designed to have them reflect on their own culture as well as research information
of the target culture through various sources and share that information with their partners (p.
123). The researcher used a reflexive journal, questionnaires, interviews and email transcripts
as data. It was found that students used the exchange to differentiate themselves from
negative stereotypes. Students told anecdotes, expressed their views, and made assumptions
about the target culture, and then solicited information from their partners to either confirm
or denounce those ideas (p. 137). This exchange allowed students to either affirm their prior
views or develop a new perspective about the target culture. Evidence from the data shows
that intercultural learning took place.
2.18 Summary
In summary, the guiding principles of the TLE framework make the practice of
exchanging languages equally beneficial for both groups involved in the collaboration.
Furthermore, research suggests that TLEs diminish anxiety with speaking the target
language, facilitates development of foreign language learning, and promotes ownershiptaking over the language-learning experience (Akiyama & Cunningham, 2017; Andreica &
Marius, 2016; Baratardiere & Jeanneau, 2006; Calvert, 1992; Castillo-Scott, 2015; Faltis,
1990; Gomez, 2017; Hasega, 2012; Morley & Truscott, 2006; O’Dowd, 2007; Vassallo &
Telles, 2006; Wang, 2018). Instead of connecting learners of Spanish with learners of
English in different geographic locations, this study is unique in that it focuses on combining
adult learners of English with undergraduate learners of Spanish for L2 learning that is based
in the community.
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Chapter 3: Methodology
3.1 Chapter Overview
This chapter focuses on the methodological processes realized in this study, including
a description of the research design, an explanation of the setting and participants, an
elaboration of the initial and modified procedures, a description of the instrumentation, an
explanation of the ethical decisions and an interpretation of the quantitative and qualitative
methods used for data analysis.
3.2 Background
Learners of Spanish practice speaking Spanish with native speakers of English and
are not presented opportunities to use the knowledge learned in the classroom with native
speakers in the community. For this reason, learners of Spanish do not acquire adequate
levels of language acquisition according to ACTFL (2012) standards in relation to course
expectations nor do they gain confidence in speaking Spanish. Troubled by the lack of
language acquisition after administering pre-assessments for the past seven years, I sought to
connect my learners with native speakers of Spanish learning English through a local ESL
organization for real-world application of content. These learning experiences provided
participants from each group with opportunities to use L2 knowledge to the best of his/her
ability when engaged in collaborative activities. I engaged in a constant cycle of reflection
and inquiry to foster maximum learning outcomes by modifying the organizational structure
and activities of the TLEs.
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3.3 Positionality
I was an insider for the learners of Spanish and an outsider to the ESL organization.
Provided that Spanish is my second language, I was a learner of Spanish in a similar position
as the participants in this study who agreed to release their data. To achieve a native fluency
of Spanish and a vast understanding of the cultures, not only did I spend a few years living
and studying in Spanish speaking countries and traveling around many more, I worked with
native speakers of Spanish from all over Latin America and Spain in a variety of warehouse
and educational positions. These experiences taught me the diverse vernacular found
throughout the 21 official variations of the Spanish language. Immersing myself in Spanish
speaking countries and environments placed me in the position of a minority learning the
dominant language and cultures of society. Given that I have experienced similar roles of a
foreign language learner in the U.S. and a second language learner abroad, I developed
intercultural competence and empathy for each group involved in this study. Viewing the
collaboration through this lens, I ensured that the language exchanges were mutually
beneficial and conducive for learning.
3.4 Research Role
I served as the instructor of Spanish for the undergraduate learners and a volunteer
tutor/teacher/facilitator for the learners of English enrolled in adult ESL courses. I
established an agreement with the ESL organization and worked with the director to reserve
dates and to create learning aids for both groups. I edited and modified existing materials to
fix grammatical errors and added questions to provide more balanced lesson aids. I printed
all lesson aids for participants in each group. I designed the four instruments used in the
study to best suit the needs of answering the three research questions. I administered the
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instruments to the participants to gather data. I played two different roles at two different
points while present at all seven TLEs. At first, I participated in the group format as the
facilitator explaining in both English and Spanish what to do for each section as participants
encountered them. By the fourth TLE, I participated as a facilitator explaining in both
English and Spanish the guiding principles of TLE (i.e. unmixed languages, reciprocity, and
autonomy) in relation to the learning aids, and then remained seated at a separate table
available to answer questions about grammatical and lexical items. I intervened halfway
through the sessions to remind participants from each group to dedicate an equal amount of
time to each language.
3.5 Assumptions
I made the assumptions that the learners of Spanish answered honestly the survey
questions and performed to the best of their ability on the spoken assessments. I assumed that
the language exchanges had a positive effect on acquiring linguistic and cultural knowledge
and on increasing confidence to speak Spanish. I also assumed that the instrumentation for
gathering data best suited the needs of this study.
3.6 Research Design
This action research study uses a non-experimental, mixed methods research design
to examine and evaluate participants’ perceptions of learned experiences, cultural
development and speaking abilities after engagement in face-to-face language exchanges.
This practice-driven study aims to produce new knowledge through TLEs between
undergraduate learners of Spanish and adult learners of English from Spanish speaking
countries residing in the same city. The TLEs were a mandatory component on the course
syllabus and data gathered from the sessions informed my practice. Unforeseen issues that
impeded the fluidity of the sessions were modified to assist learners in reaching their
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maximum learning potential. A collaborative TLE program, such as the one elaborated, could
aid in building the bridge between languages and cultures for mutual benefit of enhanced
communication and understanding of one another. This project may inspire other foreign
language instructors to connect undergraduate learners of Spanish with native speakers of
Spanish learning English in the community for mutual benefit of linguistic and cultural
knowledge that cannot be taught in the classroom.
3.7 Research Approach
This study is primarily a mixed methods study with an action research approach in
that it will modify how students meet the foreign language requirement of Spanish at this
educational institution. The existing organizational structure of excluding native speakers
from second and foreign language classrooms was modified for inclusion of both groups in
the learning process. Community-based learning following the institutional TLE framework
served as an extension of learning from the classroom to the community that provided
learners of English and Spanish with first-hand knowledge of the target language and
cultures. This project was designed to develop L2 communication skills and understanding of
different cultures thriving in different areas of the same city.
3.8 Generalizability
Generalizability refers to applicability of findings to other educational settings and
contexts. In the case of action research, applicability of findings is considered to not be
transferrable (Mills, 2018). Since the goal of action research is to improve a problem within a
specific educational context (Herr & Anderson, 2015), in this case low language acquisition
due to a missing course component of intercultural language learning, the findings are not to
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be considered ultimate truth but rather serve as relevant literature for educators interested in
the application of community-based learning as TLEs for acquisition of Spanish.
3.9 Research Questions:
Although the research questions are listed in Chapter 1, I relist them below as they are
the central focus of my methodological decisions and research design.
1. Would undergraduate learners of Spanish benefit from face-to-face tandem language
exchanges for acquisition of linguistic and cultural knowledge?
2. Do participants feel as if face-to-face tandem language exchanges helped them improve
the four language skills?
a. Speaking
b. Reading
c. Writing
d. Listening
3. Would undergraduate learners of Spanish perceive an increase in confidence to speak
Spanish after engagement in tandem language exchanges?
3.10 Setting and Participants
This action research study was conducted with participants from a Spanish III course
at a small liberal arts university in collaboration with learners of English enrolled in adult
ESL classes. Language exchanges in introductory courses were never a course component at
this institution. Conversely, language partnerships were promoted in the local ESL
organization for native speakers of Spanish. In fact, the organization previously held
language exchanges on Tuesday evenings for any native speaker of English from the
community interested in learning Spanish and assisting with English in exchange. An
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agreement to connect undergraduate learners of Spanish with adult learners of English
matriculated in ESL classes was not established prior to our collaboration. A collaboration to
connect both groups of learners for TLEs was achieved through an agreement between me,
an adjunct of Spanish at this institution since 2017, and the director of the ESL organization.
Participants (n=16) were recruited from a Spanish III course at this higher educational
institution. The participants ranged from 18 to 39 years of age and 14/16 participants
identified as white, while two participants were Hispanic and heritage speakers of Spanish.
The undergraduate learners of Spanish were from the tri-state area and were residing in the
same city of the university and the ESL organization. Five learners of English from Spanishspeaking countries enrolled in ESL classes engaged in seven TLEs with the participants;
however, data from learners of English were not accessed in this study. The learners of
English ranged from 52 to 76 years of age and came from Mexico, Guatemala, Peru, Puerto
Rico, and Dominican Republic, thus representing five variations of Spanish spoken within
the community. The learners of English were not obligated to participate in the language
exchanges; therefore, attendance was voluntary, and the opportunity was available for any
native speaker of Spanish enrolled in their services. Teachers of English made
announcements regarding the opportunity for language exchanges in their grammar classes to
recruit participants interested in carrying out language exchanges.
3.11 The Language Exchanges
Research took place during a 15-week period, throughout four months, for a total of
seven sessions beginning on January 23, 2019 and ending on April 10, 2019. Each of the
seven language exchanges lasted an hour and half from 6:00 to 7:30 pm on Wednesday
evenings. The initial reservation held eight sessions, but one language exchange was
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cancelled due to inclement winter weather, and one date had to be moved due to spring
break. The language exchanges took place in a classroom reserved by the ESL organization
on their premises during the following dates of the spring 2019 semester: January 23 and 30,
February 6, March 13 and 20, April 3 and 10. Participants used their own means of
transportation to arrive to the TLE learning setting.
3.12 The Classroom
Classes for TLEs took place in a remodeled building, which was approximately 6
miles or 9 minutes from campus. The building was renovated to include an indoor farmers
market, a community space for employees, and a classroom area for language learning. There
was a unisex bathroom near the entrance of the building. Upon entering the classroom, there
were eight 60” x 24” flip top nesting tables neatly tucked in the back left-hand corner of the
room. To the right of the tables, there were 25 black compact chairs stacked in the three
rows. I arranged the tables and chairs and placed learning aids on the tables as well as
administered the feedback survey to gather data upon leaving the learning setting.
3.13 Facilitator
I arrived to each session thirty minutes early to obtain the electronic key for the
building from the main office, which is located one block from the classroom. For each
session, the ESL organization provided me with six Spanish to English dictionaries, pens and
pencils, dry-erase markers and a sign in sheet for participants. After collecting the items, I
then walked to the classroom and arranged the tables and chairs for the upcoming TLE. Since
there was no dry-erase board in this classroom, I purchased one from the internet and hung it
on the wall using adhesive-back utility hooks. Before beginning the language exchanges, I
explained the directions in both English and Spanish. When participants exhausted paper and
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digital resources about grammar and vocabulary, I was signaled to enter the conversation and
facilitate understanding of a grammatical or lexical item. I placed feedback surveys on the
table near the entrance for participants to complete when finished. At the conclusion of each
TLE, I cleaned up the room, stacked the tables and chairs in the back of the classroom and
returned the electronic key, Spanish to English dictionaries, pens and pencils, dry-erase
markers and sign in sheets to the main office.
3.14 Scheduling
Arranging the language exchanges into the course plan for both institutions was not a
simple task, and concerns about space, timing, and class schedules had to be taken into
consideration. Although the ESL organization already had a language exchange program on
Tuesday evenings, that day of the week did not align with our course schedule of Monday
and Wednesday evenings. Therefore, we decided to create an exclusive language exchange
agreement that would take place solely between learners of English and learners of Spanish
on Wednesday evenings from 6:00 to 7:30 pm. The ESL organization reserved a classroom
for the following dates: January 23 and 30, February 6 and 13, March 6 and 13, April 3 and
10th. However, the meeting on February 13 was canceled due to inclement winter weather,
and the meeting on March 6 had to be moved to March 20, since participants were scheduled
for spring break.
3.15 Research Ethics
I followed the appropriate procedures to receive permission from my supervisor and
the director of the ESL organization before applying to the institutional review board (IRB)
to conduct this study. The IRB at Kutztown University approved this study in January of
2019 (See Appendix A). I showed respect to all stakeholders involved in this process. I also
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showed concern for the learning needs of both groups and worked collaboratively with the
ESL organization to create learning aids and an organizational structure of the language
exchanges that maximized learning outcomes.
All stakeholders involved in this research study were advised about my research
goals: to evaluate the effectiveness of face-to-face tandem language exchanges as a medium
for acquisition of linguistic and cultural knowledge of the Spanish language and Hispanic
cultures, and to examine the feelings, attitudes, and opinions toward TLE for the purpose of
learning the Spanish language.
During the first day of class, I delivered a PowerPoint presentation on the structure
and benefits of TLEs for foreign language acquisition. Students over the age of 18 were
advised that they can only participate in the study. The TLEs were a mandatory course
component on the syllabus. To avoid coercion to release data from the language exchanges,
since they were a course component, my supervisor distributed consent forms (See Appendix
B) to the participants, collected the forms, and sealed them in an envelope that was locked in
his filing cabinet until grades were submitted at the end of the semester. Once grades were
released, the professor delivered the consent forms to me. In the end, all 16 students enrolled
in the course agreed to release their data. Participants were promised anonymity from survey
and oral interview data. To respect this promise, each participant received a unique numeric
identifier and a pseudonym.
3.16 Curricular Design
Leaners of English and learners of Spanish held similar language abilities in the target
languages. Interestingly, actual abilities to speak English and Spanish ranged from novice to
advanced. Although, I did not formally assess language abilities of the learners of English,
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this information was communicated to me by the ESL organization and affirmed through
assessing informal interactions in English with them. The goal of the initial and the modified
learning aids was to engage the groups in authentic interaction that would promote
acquisition of linguistic and cultural knowledge.
3.17 Initial Procedures
To begin interacting with one another, a person said his/her name aloud in the target
language (L2). In addition, some people expressed brief background information. Each
person then greeted everyone by saying aloud the word welcome to the group in his/her L2.
Then, the vocabulary section of the lesson aid became the area of concentration. Here, one of
the five native speakers of Spanish said aloud a vocabulary word in Spanish, and then one of
the ten native speakers of English repeated aloud the same word in Spanish. In a
counterclockwise pattern, a native speaker of English situated to the left, said the same word
aloud as the native speaker of Spanish and looked for affirmation. Affirmation was delivered
vocally or through body language. If a native speaker of English did not say the word
correctly, either one, some, or all native speakers of Spanish intervened to redirect the
participant with proper pronunciation. It is important to note that the other native speakers of
Spanish repeated the word in Spanish once it was their turn to speak in rotation. The native
speakers of English and Spanish also followed the same routine once it was time to practice
the English equivalent. This chain continued until all words, verb tenses, and expressions
were practiced orally by each group, thus ensuring that the TLE principle of reciprocity,
personalized assistance, and equal dedication to each L2 was carried out (Calvert, 1999;
Little & Brammerts, 1996; Vassallo & Telles, 2006). This method was beneficial in that L2
learners from each group were able to hear different people say the same word.
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Native speakers of English were then placed into groups of three or four members to
work with one native speaker of Spanish when it came time to write sentences using the L2.
Participants from each group referenced vocabulary, verb tenses, expressions, and paper and
digital dictionaries on their smartphones to write sentences. Participants then took turns
saying their sentences aloud within their small group to validate whether the L2 responses
were comprehensible. If the sentence did not make sense, due to grammar or vocabulary,
learners then engaged in conversation to negotiate meaning and/or undergo the same learning
process as previously described to produce correct pronunciation. This activity continued for
approximately 20 minutes. It could be argued that the participants read sentence length
questions in the L2; however, the lesson aids contained every question, word, expression,
direction, etc. in both English and Spanish. Therefore, participants did not practice reading
comprehension skills for the first three TLE.
In summary, participants spent 10/90 minutes getting situated and approximately
50/90 minutes repeating vocabulary words, idiomatic expressions/sayings, and verb tenses
after one another for the first three TLEs. The following 20 minutes or less was dedicated to
writing sentences and saying aloud written responses for corrective feedback from native
speakers of English and Spanish. There was not enough time to use the questions to interview
each other in the L2 for the first three TLEs. Finally, the last 10 minutes was dedicated to
cleaning up the work area and final interactions upon leaving the classroom.
3.18 Initial Lesson Aids
The themes of the first three TLEs: (1) introductions, (2) family (See Appendix G),
and (3) the bank. The initial lesson aids contained grammatical structures including the past,
present, and future tenses of verbs and vocabulary in both languages. For the purpose of
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minimizing space, only the second lesson aid of the first three TLE is described in this
section. The design of the first three lesson aids followed the same format. In reference to the
content listed on lesson two, the first section contained vocabulary on immediate and
extended family members. The second section listed the verb to be estar in the present, past,
and future tenses of first person singular through third person plural. The third section
requested three sentences using the verb estar in the three tenses. The fourth section listed the
reflexive verb to get along (llevarse) in the past, present, and future of first person singular
through third person plural. The sixth section requested three sentences using the verb
llevarse in the past, present, and future tenses. The final section contained interview
questions that participants used for written and oral productions.
It is important to reiterate that directions, vocabulary words, phrases/expressions,
verbs, and conversation topics were all listed in both English and Spanish for participants
from each group. The lesson aids contained too much information to be completed within an
hour and a half period with a group of 16 participants. For this reason, approximately 60% of
the activities on the lesson aids were completed during the first three TLEs. As issues with
the existing structure surfaced, I took notes and consulted the director of the ESL
organization to devise modified procedures to improve learning outcomes for the remaining
four TLEs.
3.19 Structural Change
Learners of Spanish engaged with learners of English in language exchanges
following the initial plan of implementing the inherited form of tandem that the ESL
organization employed with their Tuesday evening program. After three language exchanges,
we found that it would better serve the interest of the learners to work one-on-one with each
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other to realize the original tandem framework of incorporating autonomy, while providing
more balanced lesson aids with less material that contained activities for each language skill.
For this reason, learners of Spanish were then scheduled to work one-on-one with a learner of
English for the remaining four sessions.
3.20 Modified Procedures
To achieve the one-on-one framework with an uneven number of learners of English
(n=5) and Spanish (n=16), I organized three, half hour time slots for learners of Spanish to
arrive and leave at specific time periods within the hour and a half TLE session. In the end,
learners of Spanish attended the remaining four sessions for a half hour following this
organizational structure. In comparison, each learner of English attended the entire hour and
a half session and were able to practice English with approximately three different native
speakers of English.
If there were an odd number of learners from either group due to a lack of
attendance, I organized randomly groups containing a maximum of three members. In this
format, participants directly faced each other. Tables were set up approximately five feet
from one another. The lesson aids were already placed on the tables when participants
arrived. Near the entrance of the classroom, there was a table with six chairs for those
arriving early and for participants to complete the feedback survey at the end of the meeting.
I remained seated at this table during the TLE until signaled for linguistic assistance in either
Spanish or English to help partners understand a grammatical or lexical item before
continuing their conversation.
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At the beginning of the fourth session, I explained in both Spanish and English the
changes that were being implemented for the remaining TLEs. Since most participants in
both groups possessed a novice ability to speak the L2, it was imperative that the facilitator
had a native command of both languages. As the facilitator, I explained the changes to them,
asked for feedback and clarified questions in both languages. The rule stressed the most was
to spend an equal amount of time in both languages, now that they were going to be
exercising autonomy in the use of lesson aids and choosing some of their own topics of
conversation. I suggested that they use a cellphone alarm or to track time by watching the
clock on the wall. Once participants affirmed understanding of how the new arrangement was
going to be carried out and the underlying reasons, they began to interact with or without the
lesson aids.
3.21 New Lesson Aids
The themes of the remaining four TLEs: (4) Daily routines (See Appendix H), (5)
Food/Restaurants, (6) Pastimes/Hobbies, (7) Work/Responsibilities. The new lesson aids
contained activities on the four language skills: reading, writing, listening and speaking. In
alignment with the lessons aids for the first three TLEs, the directions, vocabulary words,
phrases/expressions, verbs, readings and conversation topics were listed in both English and
Spanish for participants from each group. However, participants exercised freedom over the
use of lesson aids during the remaining four TLEs. For the purpose of minimizing space,
only one lesson aid of the four is described in this section.
The rule stressed the most to participants was to dedicate an equal amount of time to
each language before interacting. The lesson aids contained common verbs and vocabulary
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words associated with each theme. In the case of lesson aid four, the verbs and vocabulary
pertained to daily routines. On the lesson aids, there were caricatures or pictures that were
associated with the vocabulary and verbs that participants referenced to describe what is
happening or what happened in them. On lesson aid four, there were eight drawings of a
gentleman who carried out his daily routine (Reflexive Verbs, n.d.). This activity
concentrated on speaking and listening. Another part of the lesson aid contained questions
focused on reflexive verbs and daily routines. This activity was geared toward writing and
speaking skills. Finally, the last section contained a short story with questions in English and
Spanish (Beginner Level, n.d.). This activity concentrated on reading, writing, listening, and
speaking skills.
3.22 Instrumentation
There were four instruments used to gather data in this mixed methods study: premodel survey (n=16), feedback survey (n=70), post-model survey (n=16), and oral interviews
(n=32).
3.22.1 Pre-model survey. The pre-model survey was administered at the beginning
of the course to measure participants’ perceptions of speaking abilities and experiences
speaking Spanish (See Appendix B). The pre-model survey was divided into two parts. The
first part consisted of six self-rated questions that corresponded to a five-point Likert-Scale: 1
strongly disagree, 2 disagree, 3 neither agree nor disagree, 4 agree, and 5 strongly agree. The
second section was distributed as three questions. The first two questions solicited written
responses in sentence form regarding experiences speaking Spanish with native speakers and
if they had any remaining questions about the language exchanges. The last item requested a
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self-rated response in relation to speaking abilities as a number from one to ten, where one
represents the lowest and 10 the highest.
3.22.2 Pre-and Post-Oral Interviews. Oral interviews took place during the first
week of the semester prior to the implementation of TLEs and at the conclusion of the study.
I made audio recordings with a digital recorder of two to four-minute oral interviews to
assess actual abilities of spoken Spanish (See Appendix D). Oral interviews began with
requests for basic background information and then increased in difficulty to open-ended
questions about preferences. The subsidiary questions varied as participants produced unique
responses to the initial questions. For this reason, they are labeled semi-structured speaking
assessments. The questions were conversation starters designed after ACTFL (2012)
standards for levels I, II, and III of Spanish. As participants responded to the questions, I
searched for continued elaboration to locate limitations of spoken Spanish. Toward the
conclusion of the course, I administered and recorded the same oral interview to measure any
increase in language acquisition by comparing responses with the preliminary data in
accordance with ACTFL (2012) proficiency guidelines.
3.22.3 Feedback Survey. The feedback survey (n=70) was administered to
participants at the end of each language exchange (See Appendix F). This survey was
distributed to receive immediate feedback from participants upon completion of each TLE. It
consisted of five questions that were divided between two parts. The first part contained two
self-rated questions that corresponded to a five-point Likert-Scale: 1 strongly disagree, 2
disagree, 3 neither agree nor disagree, 4 agree, and 5 strongly agree. The second section was
distributed as three questions requesting qualitative data in sentence form. Question three
documented the type of linguistic assistance received, question four listed areas of learned
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cultural information, and question five noted the topics of conversation during the
autonomous portions of the tandem framework. It is important to note that participants left
blank 29 responses to question four and 29 blank responses to question five of the feedback
survey after engagement in the first three TLEs. Once the lesson aids and organizational
structure were modified on the fourth TLE, participants began to respond to these questions.
3.22.4 Post-model survey. At the end of the study, participants completed a survey
on their perceptions of gained linguistic abilities of the four language skills, cultural
knowledge and confidence to speak Spanish with native speakers (See Appendix E). The
post-survey contained 13 self-rated questions that corresponded to a five-point Likert-Scale:
1 strongly disagree, 2 disagree, 3 neither agree nor disagree, 4 agree, and 5 strongly agree
(See Table 5). Questions 10, 11, 12, and 13 were used to gather quantitative data in support
of research question two: Do participants feel as if face-to-face tandem language exchanges
helped them improve the four language skills?
3.23 Interpretation of Data
Research gathered from this study is primarily in the form of quantitative data
analysis, with qualitative data used to either corroborate or dispute evidence. In the following
sections, I describe how quantitative and qualitative data analysis were utilized to address the
three research questions that guided this study.
3.24 Quantitative Data Analysis
The quantitative data used in this study comes from the first and third sections of the
pre-model survey, the entire post-model survey as well as the first section of the feedback
survey. Specifically, the five-tiered, self-perceptions of confidence to speak Spanish before
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and after the language exchange. Data from the oral interviews were scored with an ACTFL
(2012) benchmark in reference to graduated levels of language acquisition. The oral
interview scores were then compared to student perceptions of ability to speak Spanish at the
beginning of the study on the pre-model survey and at the end on the post-model survey.
3.25 Qualitative Data Analysis
This study used in vivo codes to utilize the same language as the participants to create
common categories (Saldaña, 2016). Using a content analysis method, codes were
systematically summarized into quantitative data and depicted as frequency of occurrence
(Hsieh & Shannon, 2005). The qualitative data was first gathered on question seven of the
pre-model survey “What experiences do you have speaking Spanish?” The highlights of the
qualitative data were from questions three, four and five on the feedback survey: (3) What
was most valuable about practicing with a native speaker? (4) What did you learn about the
Hispanic cultures that you didn’t know before? (5) What topics did you talk about at the end
of the exchange? Responses to these questions are written in sentence form and some
contained more than one code. The responses are self-objective assessments of experiences
and information learned. The information was documented, and the frequency of each
occurrence is summarized and reported.
3.26 Validity
A threat to validity is whether the participants responded honestly to the statements
and questions on the surveys and performed to the best of their abilities on oral interview
evaluations. I understand that the reasoning for initiating this study is from a personal
understanding that TLEs are beneficial for foreign and second language learners in addition
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to formal classroom instruction. To ensure validity of the data, I created instrumentation to
measure quantitative and qualitative data to address the three research questions. I used
various data sources to triangulate the findings. The findings were either corroborated or
contradicted by existing literature in the field of second language learning and communitybased learning in relation to the principles of TLE.
3.27 Reliability
According to Drost (2011) reliability in social science research refers to consistency
of measurement over a variety of conditions. Errors of measurement may lend themselves to
how participants are feeling at a specific time (Mills, 2018). To ensure interrater reliability, I
first scored the (16) pre- and (16) post-oral interviews and then requested that a full professor
of Spanish score all 32 as well. In this case, two judges scored the same pre- and post- oral
interview results according to the ACTFL (2012) proficiency guidelines. In conclusion,
28/32 or 88% of the oral interview scores aligned. To clarify noncorresponding scores, we
collaborated with the standards in hand to reconcile them.
The two judges have served as AP Readers of Spanish grading oral and written
responses for Educational Testing Services (ETS). I have experienced both the Praxis and
ACTFL speaking assessments as well as graded oral and written work for ETS for five years.
My colleague, who participated in scoring the oral interviews in this study, has scored written
and oral productions for ETS for 15 years. Our experiences of teaching the Spanish language
to native speakers of English and heritage speakers of Spanish and participating in scoring
development each year for ETS adequately prepared us to reliably carry out this function of
the study.
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3.28 Data Processing
The researcher recorded the data in all phases of the study. Raw data was coded with
a numbering system so that participants are not identifiable. Each participant was given a
pseudonym and a unique numeric identifier for data recording purposes (01, 02, or 03).
Digital recordings of the pre-and post-oral interviews were made at the beginning and end of
the study. Student recordings were identified with the same procedure. No one else had
access to the data.
Audiotaping of the oral assessments were conducted using a digital recorder. The
recorder was kept inaccessible in my filing cabinet. At the conclusion of the study, the digital
recordings were used to validate scoring and to calculate inter-reliability statistics. The
qualitative data were coded according to specific categories following the content analysis
method and then analyzed to be reported. After three years all data collected during this study
and all records related to this study will be destroyed in a document shredder. Data collection
ceased in April 2019 and the data analysis was finished in March 2020.
3.29 Conclusion
In conclusion, this chapter described this study’s research design, approach and basis
for the action research selection, and has provided a description of the research context and
participants and detailed the methods for gathering data that is used for examining and
analyzing the three research questions of this study.
In the following chapter, the data will be analyzed using a quantitative model. The
qualitative data from the feedback survey administered after each language exchange will be
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interviews triangulated quantitative and qualitative results.
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Chapter 4: Results
4.1 Chapter Overview
The information contained in this chapter examines and analyzes data related to the
research questions that guided this study. First, I reiterate the research questions along with
the purpose of the study. Second, I provide basic demographic information about the
participants. Then, I summarize data gathered from the four instruments: (1) pre-model
survey (n=16), (2) feedback survey (n=70), (3) post-model survey (n=16), and (4) oral
interviews (n=32). Lastly, I address each research question with an analysis of the evidence
collected from the instruments used to gather data.
4.2 Background
Undergraduate learners of Spanish engaged in tandem language exchanges (TLEs)
with learners of English from Spanish-speaking countries residing in the same community.
Seven TLEs occurred throughout four months of the 2019 spring semester. TLEs as a
complementary course component were expected to improve participants’ ability to speak
Spanish, to heighten cultural understanding, and to improve confidence to speak Spanish.
For ease of reference for the reader, the research questions are relisted below.
4.3 Research Questions
The purpose of this action research study is to fill in gaps in research on second language
acquisition in the form of face-to-face language exchanges between undergraduate learners
of Spanish and adult learners of English as well as improve foreign and second language
practices at these institutions. In order to meet this goal, the following research questions
guided this study.
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1. Would undergraduate learners of Spanish benefit from face-to-face tandem language
exchanges for acquisition of linguistic and cultural knowledge?
2. Do participants feel as if face-to-face tandem language exchanges helped them improve
the four language skills?
a. Speaking
b. Reading
c. Writing
d. Listening
3.Would undergraduate learners of Spanish perceive an increase in confidence to speak
Spanish after engagement in tandem language exchanges?
4.4 Demographic Information
This section describes basic demographic information about the participants (n=16)
collected from information provided to me on notecards at the beginning of the course (See
Table 1).
Table 1
Demographic information
Characteristics

Results

Age

24.5 years old (mean)

Sex

6 females (37.5%)
10 males (62.5%)

Race

2 Hispanic (12.5%)
14 Caucasian (87.5%)
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The following section reports evidence gathered from the instruments used in this
study.
4.5 Pre-model Survey
The pre-model survey was administered at the beginning of the course to measure
participants’ perceptions of speaking abilities and experiences speaking Spanish (See
Appendix C). The pre-model survey was divided into two parts. The first part consisted of
six self-rated questions that corresponded to a five-point Likert-Scale: 1 strongly disagree
(SD), 2 disagree (D), 3 neither agree nor disagree (NA/ND), 4 agree (A), and 5 strongly
agree (SA). The second section was distributed as three questions. The first two questions
solicited written responses in sentence form regarding experiences speaking Spanish with
native speakers and if they had any remaining questions about the language exchanges. The
last item requested a self-rated response in relation to speaking abilities as a number from
one to ten, where one represents the lowest and 10 the highest (See Table 2).
Table 2
Pre-model survey responses
Statement #

*SD

D

NA/ND

A

SA

1. You feel
intimidated when
speaking Spanish.

0

2
(13%)

3
(19%)

4
(25%)

7
(44%)

2. You know how
to employ a native
speaker’s accent
when speaking
Spanish.

6
(38%)

6
(38%)

1
(6%)

3
(19%)

0

3. Your weakest
skill in Spanish is
speaking.

1
(6%)

1
(6%)

1
(6%)

6
(38%)

7
(44%)
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4. You use the
Spanish learned in
class with native
speakers in society.

6
(38%)

0

3
(19%)

6
(38%)

1
(6%)

5. You can have a
two-minute
conversation in
Spanish.

5
(31%)

6
(38%)

0

2
(13%)

3
(19%)

6. The only way to
learn how to speak
Spanish is to
converse with
native speakers.

0

0

3
(19%)

7
(44%)

6
(38%)

9. Rate
your
Speaking
ability on a
scale from
1-10.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Mean

7

1

4

1

0

1

1

1

0

0

1.6

*note strongly disagree 1, disagree 2, neither agree nor disagree 3, agree 4, strongly
agree 5.
Question seven on the pre-model survey “What experiences do you have speaking
Spanish?” provided detailed information that was grouped into common categories using in
vivo coding and a content analysis to determine the frequency of codes. It should be noted
that some participants provided more than one answer in their responses (See Table 3).
Table 3
Responses to question seven on the pre-model survey
Question #

With Spanish
speaking
coworkers

With
classmates
in class

With Spanish
speaking
friends

With Spanish
speaking family
members
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you have
speaking
Spanish?

2
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14

1

2

Question eight on the pre-model survey: “Do you have any questions about the
language exchanges?” informed me of any remaining doubts that learners had after having
listened to a presentation of how TLEs were going to be incorporated in our course for that
semester. The data from question eight on the pre-model survey were used for planning
purposes, instead of evidence to support the research questions.
4.6 Feedback survey
The feedback survey (n=70) was administered to participants at the end of each
language exchange (See Appendix F). This survey was distributed to receive immediate
feedback from participants upon completion of each TLE. It consisted of five questions that
were divided between two parts. The first part contained two self-rated questions that
corresponded to a five-point Likert-Scale: 1 strongly disagree (SD), 2 disagree (D), 3 neither
agree nor disagree (NA/ND), 4 agree (A), and 5 strongly agree (SA) (See Table 4).
Table 4
Change in confidence to speak Spanish on the feedback survey
Statement

SD

D

NA/ND

A

SA

1. You felt
intimidated speaking
Spanish at first

12

19

9

26

4

(17%)

(27%)

(13%)

(37%)

(6%)
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intimidated speaking
Spanish in the end

65

30

34

4

2

(43%)

(49%)

(6%)

(3%)

0

The second section was distributed as three questions requesting qualitative data in
sentence form. Question three documented the type of linguistic assistance received (See
Table 9), question four listed areas of learned cultural information (See Table 10), and
question five noted the topics of conversation during the autonomous portions of the tandem
framework (See Table 13). It is important to note that participants left blank 29 responses to
questions four and five of the feedback survey after engagement in the first three TLEs. Once
the lesson aids and organizational structure were modified on the fourth TLE, participants
began to respond to these questions. In vivo codes using the participants language were
created and a content analysis was completed to determine the frequency of each code.
4.7 Post-model Survey
At the end of the study, participants completed a survey on their perceptions of
gained linguistic abilities of the four language skills, cultural knowledge and confidence to
speak Spanish with native speakers (See Appendix E). The post-survey contained 13 selfrated questions that corresponded to a five-point Likert-Scale: 1 strongly disagree (SD), 2
disagree (D), 3 neither agree nor disagree (NA/ND), 4 agree (A), and 5 strongly agree (SA)
(See Table 5).
Table 5
Post-model Survey Results
Statement #

SD

D

NA/ND

A

SA
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0

0

1 (6%)

7 (44%)

8 (50%)

0

1 (6%)

2 (13%)

9 (56%)

3 (19%)

0

0

0

9 (56%)

7 (44%)

0

0

1 (6%)

0

15 (94%)

0

0

2 (13%)

8 (50%)

6 (38%)

0

1 (6%)

0

9 (56%)

6 (38%)

0

1 (6%)

2 (13%)

8 (50%)

5 (31%)

0

1 (6%)

0

4 (25%)

11 (69%)

was valuable to
learning Spanish.
2. You feel that you
have gained much
confidence in speaking
Spanish.
3. You learned
concepts that you
would have not
learned in class.
4. You leaned more in
this Spanish class than
your prior Spanish
classes.
5. You learned about
the culture of the
native Spanish
speakers.
6. You corrected each
other’s errors in
grammar and
pronunciation.

7. You shared cultural
values and differences.
8. The language
exchanges were
positive learning
experiences.
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0

1 (6%)

4 (25%)

6 (38%)

5 (31%)

0

1 (6%)

2 (13%)

7 (44%)

6 (38%)

1 (6%)

1 (6%)

2 (13%)

8 (50%)

4 (25%)

0

0

2 (13%)

5 (31%)

9 (56%)

0

1 (6%)

2 (13%)

8 (50%)

5 (31%)

employ a native
speaker’s accent when
speaking Spanish.
10. Your ability to
write Spanish
improved.
11. Your ability to
speak Spanish
improved.
12. Your ability to
read Spanish
improved.
13. Your listening
comprehension of
Spanish improved.

4.8 Pre- and Post-oral Interviews
Oral interviews took place during the first week of the semester prior to the
implementation of TLEs and at the conclusion of the study. I made audio recordings with a
digital recorder of two to four-minute oral interviews to assess actual abilities of spoken
Spanish (See Appendix D). Oral interviews began with requests for basic background
information about the participant’s life and then increased in difficulty to open-ended
questions about preferences. The subsidiary questions varied as participants produced unique
responses to the initial questions. For this reason, they are labeled semi-structured speaking
assessments. The questions were conversation starters designed after ACTFL (2012)
standards for levels I, II, and III of Spanish. As participants responded to the questions, I
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searched for continued elaboration to locate limitations of spoken Spanish. Toward the
conclusion of the course, I administered and recorded the same oral interview to measure any
increase in language acquisition by comparing responses with the preliminary data in
accordance with ACTFL (2012) proficiency guidelines. The results of the pre-and post-oral
interviews are listed below (See Table 6).
Table 6
Pre- and Post-Oral Interview Results
Pseudonym

Pre-oral interview

Post-oral interview

Steven

Novice-low

Novice-mid

Susan

Novice-mid

Novice-high

Adam

Novice-mid

Novice-high

Richard

Novice-mid

Intermediate-low

Alfonso

Novice-low

Novice-mid

Kristen

Novice-low

Novice-low

Mariana

Intermediate-mid

Intermediate-high

Chris

Novice-low

Novice-mid

Ruben

Advanced-low

Advanced-low

Sarah

Novice-low

Novice-low

Jessica

Novice-mid

Intermediate-low

Peter

Novice-high

Intermediate-low

Donald

Novice-low

Novice-high

Philip

Novice-low

Novice-mid

Stephanie

Novice-low

Novice-mid
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The following sections of chapter four will address the three research questions with
an analysis of the evidence collected from the four instruments in this study.
4.9 Research Question 1: Would undergraduate learners of Spanish benefit from face-toface tandem language exchanges for acquisition of linguistic and cultural knowledge?
The data gathered from self-reporting survey responses and oral interview results
suggests that learners of Spanish gained linguistic and cultural knowledge from having
participated in language exchanges. Provided that research question one contains two
connected yet separate units of intercultural language learning: linguistic and cultural
knowledge, the two units are analyzed separately in the next section.
Foreign language programs consistent with graduated ACTFL (2012) benchmarks
expect that after a student successfully completes levels I and II of Spanish coursework at the
collegiate level, and upon enrollment in a Spanish III course, that a learner possesses a
novice-high sublevel ability to read, write, comprehend, and speak Spanish (See Table 7).
Table 7
Ability levels to speak Spanish
Course

Before

After

Spanish I

Novice-low sublevel

Novice-mid sublevel

Spanish II

Novice-mid sublevel

Novice-high sublevel

Spanish III

Novice-high sublevel

Intermediate-low sublevel
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Typically, a learner of Spanish possesses the novice-mid sublevel ability of the four
language skills upon completion of a Spanish I course at the collegiate level. Upon
completion of a Spanish II course, a learner is expected to advance to the novice-high
sublevel. After completing a Spanish III course, a learner of Spanish is expected to advance
to the intermediate-low sublevel of all four language skills. This study measured speaking
performance according to ACTFL (2012) standards.
At the beginning of the study, the results of the pre-oral interview on actual
development of L2 speaking abilities varied from the novice-low sublevel to the advancedlow sublevel according to ACTFL (2012) benchmarks. Pre- and post-oral interview scores
were also rated by a colleague who specializes in scoring L2 speaking abilities for ETS.
Scoring was consistent with an agreement on 28/32 pre- and post-oral interview results.
Together, inconsistent scores with proficiency guidelines were reviewed to reach a
consensus. Pre-and post-oral interview scores in relation to ACTFL benchmarks for speaking
are listed below (See Table 8).
Table 8
Pre-oral interview results
ACTFL benchmarks

Pre-oral interview

Post-oral interview

Novice-low

9 (56%)

2 (13%)

Novice-mid

4 (25%)

6 (38%)

Novice-high

1 (6%)

3 (19%)

Intermediate-low

0

3 (13%)

Intermediate-mid

1 (6%)

0
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0

1 (6%)

1 (6%)

1 (6%)

Data from the pre-oral interview evaluation demonstrate that approximately 9/16
participants (56%) began Spanish III possessing a novice-low sublevel ability to speak
Spanish, which is expected to manifest upon commencement of a Spanish I course. While
4/16 participants (25%) entered the course with a novice-mid sublevel, which is expected
when beginning a Spanish II course, only 1/16 participant (6%) entered Spanish III with the
expected novice-high sublevel proficiency. It is important to note that the remaining 2/16
participants (13%) were heritage speakers with stronger commands of spoken Spanish than
the intended speaking outcomes of the course. One heritage speaker began with an
intermediate-mid sublevel, while the other possessed an advance-low sublevel.
At the conclusion of the study, post-oral interview evaluations show that 13/16
participants (81%) increased in at least one ACTFL benchmark of language acquisition in
terms of speaking ability. Moreover, post-oral interview results show that 3/16 (19%)
participants increased in not one but two levels of proficiency benchmarks to speak Spanish.
According to pre- and post-oral interview scores, most participants increased in ability to
speak Spanish.
The claim that the TLEs were solely responsible for the linguistic gains in speaking
ability cannot be made due to the formal classroom instruction participants received. To
discern the impact of TLEs and classroom instruction, qualitative data was collected from the
feedback survey. Question three of the feedback survey solicited perceptions of valuable
linguistic knowledge internalized through interactions with a native speaker of Spanish when
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carrying out the student role of the TLE framework: “What was most valuable about
practicing with a native speaker?” These responses (n=70) were analyzed using a content
analysis method to determine the frequency of linguistic units as in vivo codes. Sentence
length responses to question three contained more than one code (See Table 9).
Table 9
Linguistic Codes
Frequency

Codes

Description

39

Pronunciation

Correct points and manners
of articulation

23

Vocabulary

Words used for accurate
expression

16

Listening
Comprehension

Auditory comprehension of
what is being orally
communicated in Spanish.

13

Rhythm

Correct pacing for
speaking Spanish

12

Syntax

Where to place the words
in a sentence.

9

Dialect

Variations in grammar,
vocabulary, and expression
among the native speakers
of Spanish.

Based on participant responses to question three on the feedback survey, they felt that
the greatest benefit derived from the face-to-face TLEs with native speakers was the
linguistic feature of pronunciation (n=39). Moreover, results on the post-model survey to
statement nine “You learned how to employ a native speaker’s accent” show that 11/16
(69%) participants either agreed or strongly agreed with this statement. The second area of
benefit listed was vocabulary (n=23). The remaining linguistic units of value were listening
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comprehension (n=16), rhythm (n=13), syntax (n=12) and dialect (n=9). This information
illustrates the type of linguistic assistance attained through working with more capable peers
of the target language in TLEs, which relates to Vygotsky’s (1978) sociocultural theory in
reference to second language acquisition.
As for part two of research question one: “Would participants benefit from TLEs for
acquisition of cultural knowledge”, there was no objective measure used in this study to
determine an increase in cultural understanding, instead I solicited perceptions of gained
knowledge from the intercultural interactions. Statements three, five, and seven on the postmodel survey along with question number four on the feedback survey (n=70) indicate that
participants developed a deeper understanding of the target culture as well as listed the type
of cultural information shared during the TLEs. Statement four of the feedback survey
solicited perceptions of gained cultural knowledge: “What did you learn about the Hispanic
cultures that you didn’t know before?” It is important to note that students did not begin to
list any cultural knowledge gained until the fourth TLE when the organization of the sessions
were restructured to a one-on-one format. Participant responses (n=41) were analyzed using
in vivo codes a content analysis method to determine the frequency of culture-related units.
Sentence length responses to question four on the feedback survey contained more than one
code (See Table 10).
Table 10
Cultural Codes
Frequency

Codes

Description

11

Traditions

Acts that people from a culture have been
doing for a long time

9

Regionalisms

Words/grammar/sayings that are specific
to a certain region of a state or country
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Food

5

Time Zones

4

Music

3

Work ethic

Belief that hard work is of value

2

Crimes

Offense that is punishable by law

74

A nutritious substance that people eat
The differing time of a place in another
geographic location
Sounds coming from an instrument
and/or a person

Based on participant responses to question four on the feedback survey, participants
indicated that traditions (n=11) was the most frequent area of learned cultural information.
The second area of benefit listed was regionalisms (n=9). The remaining cultural units listed
were food (n=8), time zones (n=5), music (n=4), work ethic (n=3) and crime (n=2). The
culture-related topics found in the responses were verbally communicated to learners of
Spanish by native speakers who provided their first-hand experiences of the culture-related
information.
Participants felt that intercultural interactions lead to a deeper understanding of the
Hispanic cultures. In reference to question number three on the post-model survey, 100% of
participants either agreed or strongly agreed they learned concepts they would not have
learned in class, 13/16 participants (81%) reported that they shared cultural values and
differences, and 14/16 participants (88%) either agreed or strongly agreed that they learned
new information about the target cultures. Furthermore, responses to statement six on the
post model survey show that 15/16 participants (94%) agreed that they corrected each other’s
errors in grammar and pronunciation.
TLEs provided firsthand experience of investigating cultural and linguistic
information with native speakers of Spanish and English. Furthermore, the principle of
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reciprocity in the TLE framework ensured that both groups equally benefited from this
community-based learning project (Furco, 1996; Little & Brammerts, 1996).
4.10 Research Question Two
2. Do participants feel as if face-to-face tandem language exchanges helped them
improve the four language skills?
(a.) Speaking
(b.) Reading
(c.) Writing
(d.) Listening
Data gathered from statements 10, 11, 12, and 13 on the post-model survey solicited
perceptions of growth in the four language skills: speaking, reading, writing, and listening
(See Table 11).
Table 11
Perceptions of growth in the four language skills
Statement #
10. Your ability to

SD

D

NA/ND

A

SA

0

1

2

7

6

(6%)

(13%)

(44%)

(38%)

1

1

2

8

4

(6%)

(6%)

(13%)

(50%)

(25%)

0

0

2

5

9

(13%)

(31%)

(56%)

write Spanish
improved.
11. Your ability to
speak Spanish
improved.
12. Your ability to
read Spanish
improved.
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1

2

8

5

(6%)

(13%)

(50%)

(31%)

improved.

As for statement number 10 “Your ability to write Spanish improved,” 13/16
participants (81%) agreed or strongly agreed. In reference to statement number 11 “Your
ability to speak Spanish improved,” 12/16 participants (75%) agreed or strongly agreed. As
for question number 12 “Your ability to read Spanish improved,” 14/16 participants (88%) at
least agreed with this statement. It is important to note that reading materials were added into
the learning aids by the fourth language exchange and remained until the seventh TLE, which
was the last session. In reference to the statement “Your listening comprehension of Spanish
improved,” 13/16 participants (81%) at least agreed with the statement. Finally, results on the
post-model survey demonstrate that 15/16 (94%) participants at least agreed with the
statement “Your experience was valuable to learning Spanish.” The data illustrates that TLEs
were perceived as an effective intervention for improving language skills.
4.11 Research Question Three
3.Would undergraduate learners of Spanish perceive an increase in confidence to
speak Spanish after engagement in tandem language exchanges?
Participants responded to survey items that measured perceptions of confidence to
speak Spanish on three instruments: pre-model survey, feedback survey, and the post-model
survey. Statement number one (n=16) on the pre-model survey asked participants if they felt
intimidated to speak Spanish at first and that is compared with statement number two (n=16)
on the post-model survey, which asked participants if they had gained much confidence in
speaking Spanish at the end of the study (See Table 12).
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Table 12
Pre-model survey results vs. Post-model survey results
Data Source

SD

D

NA/ND

A

SA

0

2

3

4

7

(13%)

(19%)

(25%)

(44%)

1

2

9

3

(6%)

(13%)

(56%)

(19%)

Pre-model Survey
1. You feel intimidated
when speaking Spanish.
Post-model survey
2. You feel that you have
gained much confidence

0

in speaking Spanish.

Responses to statement number one on the pre-model survey “You feel intimidated
when speaking Spanish,” demonstrate that 11/16 participants (69%) at least agreed. In
comparison, responses to statement number two on the post-model survey “You feel that you
have gained much confidence in speaking Spanish,” indicate that 12/16 (75%) participants
either agreed or strongly agreed that they had gained confidence.
After each TLE, participants completed (n=70) the feedback survey. The first part
contained two self-rated questions that corresponded to a five-point Likert-Scale: 1 strongly
disagree, 2 disagree, 3 neither agree nor disagree, 4 agree, and 5 strongly agree. This section
contained two statements (n=140) in reference to intimidation to speak Spanish at two
different points in time: the beginning and the end of each TLE. Responses to the statements
(n=70) “You felt intimidated to speak Spanish at first” and (n=70) “You felt intimidated to
speak Spanish at the end” indicate that 14/16 participants experienced an overall decrease in
intimidation to speak Spanish compared to the beginning and the end of each TLE (See
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Figure 1). The average of the before scores were compared with the average of the after
scores of each participant.
Figure 1
Feedback Survey Results Regarding Intimidation Levels to Speak Spanish
5
4
3
2
1
0

Before (m)

After (m)

This information suggests the language exchanges provided participants with more
confidence or less intimidation to speak Spanish in the end compared to how they felt at the
beginning of the TLE. Perceptions of confidence on the feedback survey along with
perceptions of confidence before and after the study are in close alignment with one another.
These results indicate that participants perceived an increase in confidence to speak Spanish
after engaging in TLEs.
In summary, the findings listed in this chapter show that 13/16 participants (81%)
improved in at least one benchmark of spoken Spanish, while 3/16 participants (19%)
increased in two benchmarks. The results of statement number 11 on the post-model survey
also indicate that 12/16 participants (75%) perceived an increase in speaking ability as well.
To differentiate between classroom instruction and the TLE intervention, participants listed
the specific linguistic assistance of value when practicing with a native speaker on statement
number three on the feedback survey, which indicate that pronunciation (n=39) was the
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linguistic feature noted most frequently. In response to statement four on the feedback
survey, participants reported the type of cultural information learned once the TLEs were
restructured. It was found that traditions (n=11) was the most frequent topic of conversation
in reference to learned cultural information. Finally, data reflected on statement number two
on the post-model survey indicates that 12/16 participants (75%) feel as if they have gained
much confidence in speaking Spanish. To support these findings, statements one and two on
the feedback survey demonstrate that 14/16 participants (88%) listed an overall improvement
in confidence to speak Spanish after engagement in TLEs.
The results listed in this chapter suggest positive findings that support the
implementation of TLEs for community-based learning for acquisition of linguistic and
cultural knowledge. TLEs provided firsthand experience of investigating linguistic and
cultural information with a native speaker outside of the classroom. The learning outcomes
listed in this chapter suggest that intercultural interactions between native speakers of
Spanish and English is an effective intervention for acquisition of linguistic and cultural
knowledge.
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Chapter 5: Findings
5.1 Chapter Overview
This study has addressed the research questions related to face-to-face language
exchanges between undergraduate learners of Spanish and native speakers of Spanish
learning English as a complementary course component for second language acquisition. In
chapter four, I analyzed data related to the three research questions and presented evidence
gathered from the four instruments. In this chapter, I summarize the findings and discuss the
strengths, limitations, and future projections of TLEs as a course component for learners of
Spanish satisfying the foreign language requirement at this higher educational institution.
5.2 Summary of Results
The results of this study have addressed the following research questions.
1. Would undergraduate learners of Spanish benefit from face-to-face tandem language
exchanges for acquisition of linguistic and cultural knowledge?
2. Do participants feel as if face-to-face tandem language exchanges helped them improve
the four language skills?
a. Speaking
b. Reading
c. Writing
d. Listening
3.Would undergraduate learners of Spanish perceive an increase in confidence to speak
Spanish after engagement in tandem language exchanges?
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In the following section, I summarize the findings gathered on the four instruments in
support of the three research questions.
5.2.1 Research Question One. Would undergraduate learners of Spanish benefit
from face-to-face tandem language exchanges for acquisition of linguistic and cultural
knowledge?
The data gathered from oral interviews results suggest that learners of Spanish gained
linguistic ability from having participated in TLEs. Specifically, the ability to speak Spanish.
At the commencement of this study, 9/16 participants possessed a novice-low sublevel ability
to speak Spanish. It is important to note that the nine participants who performed at the
lowest sublevel ability to speak Spanish had already taken at least two other Spanish courses
as they are prerequisites to entering Spanish III at this educational institution. At the
conclusion of this study, only two participants remained at a novice-low sublevel ability to
speak Spanish. The increase from the novice-low sublevel to the novice-mid or high sublevel
for 7/9 learners enrolled in Spanish III, suggests that the TLEs were beneficial for helping the
population performing at the lowest sublevel. As for the remaining seven learners possessing
more advanced abilities at the beginning of the study, 4/7 experienced an increase in
language acquisition at the conclusion of the TLEs, while three participants did not increase
in ability to speak Spanish. Furthermore, 3/16 participants increased in two benchmarks in
speaking ability.
In reference to the three participants who did not increase in language acquisition, one
of the two who remained performing at the novice-low sublevel was experiencing personal
complications at the time of the post-oral interview, which may have impeded performance.
According to Mills (2018), errors of measurement may lend themselves to how participants
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are feeling at a specific time. Furthermore, the other participant possessing the novice-low
sublevel ability to speak Spanish showed signs of improvement on the post-oral interview but
did not perform well enough to advance to the novice-mid sublevel. Moreover, the last
participant who did not increase in ability to speak Spanish was a heritage speaker of Spanish
possessing an advanced-low ability to speak at the beginning and end of the study. In
comparison, the other heritage speaker of Spanish who possessed an intermediate-mid
sublevel had increased in ability to an intermediate-high sublevel. This information may
suggest that once participants enter the advanced ability to speak Spanish that s/he may need
more intensive TLEs to advance to the next sublevel. In summary, 13/16 participants
increased in language acquisition, and of the 13, three of them increased in not one but two
sublevels in speaking ability.
Although the language exchanges were modified on the fourth TLE, participants
responded to question three on the feedback survey with the existing TLE procedure in place,
which demonstrated the type of corrective feedback participants received from practicing
with a native speaker when playing the student role of the TLE framework. As O’Dowd
(2007) found with complications that occurred in his study, participants from each group
must be trained on how to provide feedback when linguistic errors surface. Before this study
began, learners of English were taught by the ESL organization how to correct learners of
Spanish from the community, and in turn, learners of Spanish acquired the same skills to
assist learners of English. Techniques for providing learners with corrective feedback were
then inherited into our framework, which provided for undergraduate learners of Spanish the
necessary experience to deliver conducive linguistic assistance for learners of English in
return.
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The procedure for providing feedback by modeling correct usage when linguistic
errors surfaced suggested that the techniques were effective and remained prevalent in the
modified procedures (Philip, 2003). Statement number six on the post-model survey
reinforced this information as 15/16 participants reported that they corrected each other’s
errors in grammar and pronunciation. To no surprise, participants listed on the feedback
survey that pronunciation was the most valuable linguistic skill gained from practicing with a
native speaker (Gass & Varonis, 1994). The other linguistic skills reported were vocabulary,
listening comprehension, rhythm, syntax and dialect. It is important to note that the native
speakers of Spanish contained variations in grammar and lexicon from the standard form
found in the course text. For example, the course text displays the standard Spanish
vocabulary word autobús as a translation to English for bus, but the lexicon of the native
speakers of Spanish varied from guagua, camion, to micro for bus depending on their
country of origin. For this reason, the sociolinguistic skills that participants reported
interweave with the five variations of Spanish found in our partnering institution. In
reference to the TLE principle of reciprocity, native speakers of English and Spanish carried
out two roles: student and teacher (Calvert, 1992, Cziko 2004). In this case, the teacher is a
more capable peer providing the student with corrective feedback as linguistic errors surface
that brings the student to his/her respective ZPD of L2 knowledge in the learning process
(Vygotsky, 1978).
The second part of research question one asked participants to list cultural
information acquired during the TLEs. Even though the first three lesson aids contained
questions targeted for cultural comparisons, this information was not answered on the
feedback survey until the end of the fourth TLE, which is when the TLE procedures were
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modified. Calvert (1992) found that it is necessary to identify obstacles impeding learning
potentials and modify them for the next TLE. Once the modifications were implemented,
participants reported that they engaged in cultural discussions and acquired new cultural
information. Examples of cultural information learned on the feedback survey illustrate that
the most culture-related information concerned traditions. The remaining learned information
encompassed regionalisms, food, time zones, music, work ethic, and crimes. This
information suggests that learners used the autonomous portion of the TLEs to investigate
culture-related topics. In comparison, Zakir, Funo and Telles (2016) analyzed culture-related
episodes of intercultural interactions between a Brazilian student and an American student.
The transcripts revealed that they spoke of culture-related topics such as soccer, music
genres, lifestyles and social practices, weather, accents, academic life, and politics and
economy. In this study, some cultural-related topics are connected to the themes of the lesson
aids. Therefore, participants may have used the themes of the lesson aids as a foundation for
conversation to investigate each other’s culture.
5.2.2 Research Question Two. Do participants feel as if face-to-face tandem
language exchanges helped them improve the four language skills?
a. Speaking
b. Reading
c. Writing
d. Listening
Although participants reported that they perceived an increase in the four language
skills on the post-model survey, the only language skill measured objectively in this study
was the ability to speak Spanish. At the beginning of the course, self-rated speaking abilities
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on the pre-model survey along with the results of the pre-oral interview demonstrate that
participants both perceived low speaking performance and performed below proficiency
guidelines for a Spanish III course at the collegiate level. At the conclusion of the study, the
self-rated responses on the post-model survey indicate that 12/16 participants either agreed or
strongly agreed that their speaking ability improved after engagement in TLEs. In alignment
with this information, post-oral interview evaluations show that 13/16 participants
experienced at least one level increase in language acquisition in terms of speaking ability.
Moreover, post-oral interview results show that 3/16 participants increased in not one but two
levels of ACTFL proficiency benchmarks to speak Spanish. Similarly, 4/16 participants
noted on the post-survey model that they strongly agreed with the statement: “Your ability to
speak Spanish improved.” Interestingly, performance on pre-and post-oral interviews along
with perceptions of performance to speak Spanish on the pre- and post-model surveys
suggest that most participants had an accurate perception of their speaking abilities.

The other three language skills: listening, writing and reading, were not measured
objectively to compare the accuracy of perceptions. However, participants reported that they
perceived an increase in each skill on questions 10, 12, and 13 on the post-model survey in
reference to listening, reading and writing skills. Provided that participants engaged in
activities that targeted the four language skills during the TLEs, the self-reported perceptions
of increased ability in each language skill is in alignment with the design of the lesson aids.

5.2.3 Research Question Three. Would undergraduate learners of Spanish perceive
an increase in confidence to speak Spanish after engagement in tandem language exchanges?
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The feedback survey (n=70), which was administered at the end of each language
exchange, had participants respond to statements on a Likert scale of whether they were
intimidated to speak Spanish at two different points in time: the beginning and the end of
each TLE. The results demonstrate that participants had different perceptions of confidence
to speak Spanish when beginning and finishing the TLEs. The overall results of the feedback
survey demonstrate that 14/16 participants perceived an increase in confidence to speak
Spanish by the end of each language exchange compared to how they felt speaking Spanish
at the beginning of the TLE. The participant performing at the advanced-low sublevel ability
to speak Spanish remained steady at the same level before and after the study. This
information may suggest that an advanced speaker is already accustomed to interactions with
native speakers and that interaction does not invoke anxiety. Interestingly, one participant
reported a decrease in confidence to speak Spanish.

Provided that most participants did not have first-hand experience speaking Spanish
with native speakers, the act of being placed with native speakers could provoke anxiety in
L2 learners (Pellettieri, 2011; Poza, 2011). However, after participants assisted each other in
producing correct pronunciation and grammar in tasks that encompassed the four language
skills, they felt more confident in their abilities at the end of each TLE. The increase in
confidence can be attributed to the confidence native speakers instilled in learners of Spanish
when ensuring them of the correct way to convey L2 knowledge (McCoy, 1979; Pellettieri,
2011).
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5.3 Additional Results
As stated previously, participants neither responded to question four “What did you
learn about the Hispanic Cultures that you did not know before?” nor did they respond to
question five “What topics did you talk about at the end of the exchange?” until the end of
the of the fourth TLE when the modifications in procedures were implemented. Responses to
question four on the feedback survey are listed in the results section under research question
number one. Although not listed as a research question, data from question five on the
feedback survey highlight the topics of open conversation (See Table 13)
Table 13
Autonomy portion of the TLEs
Frequency

Codes

12

Work

Description
Mental or physical activity involving
effort for currency in exchange

11

Routine

The activities one carries out throughout
the day

8

School

Formal coursework through an
educational institution

7

Background Info

6

Hobbies

Basic personal information that is
identifiable
An activity one enjoys doing during free
time

5

Sports

A physical activity that people carry out
or watch for entertainment

3

Local attractions

Places to go and sites to see in a specific
location

2

Linguistic information

Knowledge of grammar and vocabulary
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Based on participant responses to question five on the feedback survey, participants
reported that work (n=12) was the most frequent topic of open conversation. The second
most frequent area was routines (n=11). The remaining topics listed were school (n=8),
background information (n=7), hobbies (n=6), sports (n=5), local attractions (n=3) and
linguistic information (n=2). The conversation topics listed in the autonomous portion of the
meetings either occurred organically without direction from the lesson aids or were
connected to the topics of the lesson aids. It is important to note that participants from each
group were from two different age groups. The information reported on question five
highlights the fact that participants exchanged personal information about their lives.
5.4 Implications for Practice
This section presents justifications for the modifications to the existing organizational
structure of the Language Partnership program that was inherited in our collaboration for
three out of seven TLEs. The modifications were made with the intent to incorporate a
missing principle of the TLE framework, to evenly practice all linguistic skills, and to
achieve interactions in a one-on-one format. The principle missing from three out seven
language exchanges was autonomy as seen in the gap in data on the feedback survey. Time
dedicated to each language skill was not evenly distributed throughout the duration of the
TLEs. Attention was primarily focused on listening and speaking individual words in the L2,
while following the precise order of activities on the lesson aids. Due to the length of the
lesson aids, participants were unable to complete them for the first three TLEs. As a result,
neither specific cultural topics nor topics of conversation that emerge organically during free
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time were able to be investigated. This information reflects as 29 blank responses to
questions four and 29 blank responses to question five on the feedback survey after the first
three TLEs. The changes in the TLE structure reflect in the data when participants began
responding to questions four and five on the feedback survey upon completion of the fourth
TLE. The modifications also allowed for equal distribution of the four language skills and for
the three guiding principles of the TLE framework to emerge. The following sections
describe the organizational structure that was inherited in our collaboration as well as the
modifications that were made to improve learning outcomes.
5.5 Existing Structure
Learners of Spanish met with learners of English to engage in seven face-to-face
TLEs following the institutional framework. There would have been eight TLEs, but
February 13 was canceled due to inclement winter weather. Three out of seven sessions
followed the existing organizational structure and used lesson plans of the Language
Partnership program that were edited with additional questions, verb tenses, and accents,
wherever they were missing. In the existing arrangement, native speakers of English and
Spanish were placed in a big group (n=15) to work together at the same time. The tables were
arranged in the pattern of a square and participants from each group sat randomly next to
each other or across from one another as they entered the classroom.
To begin the session, one of the five native speakers of Spanish said aloud a
vocabulary word in Spanish, and then one of the ten native speakers of English repeated
aloud the same word in Spanish. In a counterclockwise pattern, which occurred by chance all
three TLEs, a native speaker of English situated to the left, said the same word aloud as the
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native speaker of Spanish and looked for affirmation. Affirmation was delivered vocally or
through body language. If a native speaker of English did not say the word correctly, either
one, some, or all native speakers of Spanish intervened to redirect the participant with proper
pronunciation. It is important to note that the other native speakers of Spanish repeated the
word in Spanish once it was their turn to speak in rotation. The native speakers of English
followed the same pattern as well once it was time to practice the same word in English. This
method was beneficial in that L2 learners from each group were able to hear different native
speakers say the same word. This chain continued until all words, verb tenses, and
expressions were practiced orally by each group, thus ensuring that the TLE principle of
reciprocity, personalized assistance, and equal dedication to each L2 was carried out (Little
& Brammerts, 1996; Vassallo & Telles, 2006).
Native speakers of English were then placed into groups of three or four members to
work with one native speaker of Spanish when it came time to write sentences using the L2.
Participants from each group referenced vocabulary, verb tenses, expressions, and paper and
digital dictionaries on their smartphones to write sentences. Participants then took turns
saying their sentences aloud within their small group to validate whether the L2 responses
were comprehensible (Swain, 2008). If the sentence did not make sense, due to grammar or
vocabulary, learners then engaged in conversation to negotiate meaning and/or undergo the
same learning process as previously described to produce correct pronunciation (Lewis &
O’Dowd, 2016). This activity continued for approximately 20 minutes. It could be argued
that the participants read sentence length questions in the L2; however, the lesson aids
contained every question, word, expression, directions, etc. in both English and Spanish.
Therefore, participants did not practice reading comprehension skills for the first three TLEs.
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5.6 Ramifications of Modified Structure
This section addresses the changes that were implemented to the existing
organizational structure of the TLE program. The changes were implemented to incorporate
the missing TLE principle of autonomy, to evenly practice all four language skills, and to
achieve interactions in a one-on-one format. To reiterate, the three principles of TLE are
unmixed languages, reciprocity, and autonomy (Calvert, 1992; Little & Brammerts, 1996;
Vassallo & Telles, 2006). The principles of unmixed languages and reciprocity fostered with
the existing organizational structure, but the principle of autonomy was absent from the first
three meetings. Moreover, there was an imbalance in practiced language skills.
When changes to the procedure and lesson aids were implemented on the fourth TLE,
participants began to respond to questions four (n=41) and five (n=41) on the feedback
survey. To achieve the one-on-one framework with an uneven number of learners of English
(n=5) and Spanish (n=16), I organized three, half hour time slots for learners of Spanish to
arrive and leave at specific time periods within the hour and a half TLE session. In the end,
learners of Spanish attended the remaining four sessions for half hour periods following this
organizational structure. In comparison, each learner of English stayed for the entire hour and
a half session and were able to practice English with approximately three different learners of
Spanish for the remaining TLEs.
If there were an odd number of learners from either group due to a lack of
attendance, I assigned randomly groups containing a maximum of three members. In this
format, participants directly faced each other. Tables were arranged approximately five feet
from one another. The lesson aids were already placed on the tables when participants
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arrived. Near the entrance of the classroom, there was a table with six chairs for those
arriving early and for participants to complete the survey at the end of the meeting. I
remained seated at this table during the TLEs until signaled for linguistic assistance in either
Spanish or English to help partners understand a grammatical or lexical item before
continuing their conversation (Gass & Varonis, 1994).
At the beginning of the fourth session, I explained in both Spanish and English the
changes that were being implemented for the remaining TLEs. Since most participants in
both groups possessed a novice ability to speak the L2, it was imperative that the facilitator
had a native command of both languages. As the facilitator, I explained the changes to them,
asked for feedback and clarified questions in both languages. The new lesson aids contained
activities geared toward balancing the four language skills: reading, writing, listening and
speaking. The rule stressed the most was to spend an equal amount of time in both languages,
now that they were going to be exercising autonomy in the use of lesson aids and choosing
their own topics of conversation. I suggested that they use a cellphone alarm or to track time
by watching the clock on the wall. Once participants affirmed understanding of how the new
arrangement was going to be carried out and the underlying reasons, they began to interact
with one another. The TLE principles of unmixed languages and reciprocity must be stressed,
so that learners equally benefit from the collaboration (Vassallo & Telles, 2006). Given that
undergraduate learners of Spanish and adult learners of English in the community equally
benefited from the TLEs by following the principle of reciprocity, this project qualifies as
community learning based on the doing with approach (Furco, 1996; Ward & Wolf-Wendel,
2000).
5.7 Benefits of the Existing and Modified Structures
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The existing structure taught participants from each institution effective methods for
providing corrective feedback to learners of their native language. The experience also
provided avenues for receiving comprehensible input and producing comprehensible output
(Cziko, 2004; Krashen, 1982; Swain, 1985). However, the TLE principle of autonomy was
missing from the procedure. The existing structure was a big group learning experience that
served as a transition to the modified structure of a personal one-on-one arrangement. In the
modified structure, the three principles of TLE allowed participants to be active learners in
charge of their own learning experience. The data recorded from questions four and five on
the feedback survey demonstrate that this change in structure allowed autonomy to be the
driving force for personalized learning and the basis for open conversation and the exchange
of cultural information.
5.8 Conclusion
How to truly use a language and real-world application of classroom content are
concepts embedded in the principles of TLEs as community-based learning. These positive
learning experiences interweave with ideas from Freire (1970) and bell hooks (2003) who
support active and democratic learning contexts extending from beyond the walls of the
classroom to the streets of the community. The TLE framework also capitalizes on the given
heritage and rich linguistic background of students as diverse vernacular appropriate for
educational contexts (García & Wei, 2014; Flores and Rosa, 2015). Participant responses and
increased performance on speaking measures support my efforts to engage our class in TLEs
with native speakers of Spanish learning English in the same community. Real worldapplication of content with native speakers of the target language provided for the
participants meaningful learning experiences beyond the function of a traditional,
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intermediate level foreign language course (Norris & Ortega, 2000). In connection to Periera
(2015) who found that service learning fostered an increased awareness of sociolinguistic
variation and vernacular, participants in this study practiced Spanish with native Spanish
speakers representing five variations and acquired linguistic and cultural knowledge as well
as increased their confidence to speak Spanish.
The five native speakers of Spanish represented an array of variations found
throughout the 21 countries where Spanish is the official language. Therefore, accents,
delivery, and vocabulary differed from the other Spanish speakers. As data from the feedback
survey displays, participants learned linguistic variations of Spanish deviating from the
standard form in the course text. Moreover, 15/16 participants reported that the TLEs were a
positive learning experience for them and 100% reported that they learned concepts that
could not be taught in a traditional classroom. In conclusion, the pedagogical and
philosophical approaches of TLE in foreign language education dismiss a deficit perspective
by creating authentic social interactions that are designed to be meaningful and effective for
advancement of language acquisition, cultural understanding, and confidence to speak the
target language through first-hand experience of practicing with native speakers.
5.9 Implications
Minority Spanish speaking groups learning English in U.S. society and undergraduate
learners of Spanish have valuable knowledge from background experiences that can educate
each other for mutual benefit of language acquisition, cultural knowledge and to increase
confidence to speak a second or foreign language. Furthermore, language exchanges bring
together two groups in the same city who would not normally collaborate to learn from one
another. Positive collaborative learning experiences may inspire L2 learners to interact more
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often when they cross paths in society and in the workplace. The TLE framework of
positioning bilingualism as the norm implies a heteroglossic language ideology for foreign
and second language education. This study may inspire other language educators to create the
same learning experience for their learners.
5.10 Limitations
There was a small sample of learners of Spanish (n=16) and a limited number of learners
of English (n=5) available to participate in TLEs. Due to the limited availability of learners
of English from the partnering institution, learners of Spanish engaged in only three, four or
five of the seven TLEs. Furthermore, learners of Spanish attended three full periods
following the existing structure and the remaining four TLEs for half hour periods. On the
other hand, learners of English were able to attend all seven TLEs for the entire hour and a
half. This study was not designed to use inferential statistics to show that the intervention
was statistically significant but rather documented with descriptive statistics the learning
process of one group involved in the intercultural interactions: learners of Spanish. On
condition that learners of Spanish received in class instruction in addition to the TLEs, the
claim cannot be made that TLEs were solely responsible for the increase in language
acquisition. Although the lesson aids contained activities that targeted the four language
skills, the only skill measured objectively in this study was the ability to speak Spanish,
while the measurement of other skills only pertained to participant perceptions of
performance and confidence to speak Spanish. The three questions on the feedback survey
asked for general information regarding linguistic, cultural, and topics of open conversation,
while some participants wrote detailed examples, others provided general responses. More
focused questions could have solicited more detailed responses from the participants.
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5.11 Future Research
The possibilities for future research following the TLE framework are abundant. In
the future, I plan to conduct a similar study to gather data on the learners of English to
compare the benefits of linguistic and cultural knowledge as well as increased confidence to
speak the L2. Information from the other group involved would either corroborate or
contradict the data gathered from learners of Spanish to uncover areas in need of
improvement or to reinforce the effectiveness of the established procedures.
Furthermore, I plan to connect with a high school in NEPA that contains 70%
Hispanics to assist them in creating TLEs for their students. An interdisciplinary TLE
program in the K-12 setting with a large Spanish speaking population can be highly
beneficial for learners of English and Spanish, which may inspire other schools to use the
rich linguistic resources for mutual benefit of learning language and culture through firsthand experience.
Given that participants will apply the knowledge they learn in the classroom with
native speakers, a correlation between motivation to attend class and grades as a result of
engaging in TLEs could be investigated. Furthermore, the type of linguistic assistance
participants provide for each other should be examined to see how it compares or differs
from the corrective feedback given by teachers and/or peers.
The creation of a study including a control group following traditional classroom
instruction vs. an experimental group using the TLE framework as a complementary course
component would permit the use of inferential statistics that would determine the
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effectiveness of this intervention on second language acquisition through the comparison of
formal speaking assessments.
Finally, TLEs could also be used as a tool to break down cultural biases and
stereotypes and to heighten awareness of cultural understanding through first-hand
experience of learning with someone from the target culture, therefore altering monoglossic
views of learners of English in U.S. society. This approach would require the use of
qualitative data and rubrics on intercultural development to measure growth.
5.12 Action Plan
The director of the partnering institution communicated to me that she was pleased
with the results of the TLEs for her learners of English and that she would like to maintain
this collaboration. Since the conclusion of this study, I have remained in contact with one of
the native speakers of Spanish enrolled in this ESL organization for intercultural exchanges
and have attended TLEs for my own personal pursuit of knowledge. Unfortunately, I had to
deny employment at the educational institution from where the participants of this study
derived, in order to concentrate on finishing my doctoral coursework, while carrying out the
duties of my full-time teaching position, which is in a different city. However, now that I will
have less responsibilities planned during the fall 2020 semester, I reapplied to the adjunct of
Spanish position that I occupied during this study and informed the director of the ESL
organization of my plans to continue this collaboration in August 2020. Since there are
approximately 10 speakers of Spanish available to collaborate for TLEs, this collaboration
can only take place with one Spanish course each semester. The remaining Spanish courses
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would have to engage in telecollaborative language exchanges in order to carry out
intercultural meetings.
5.12.1 Short- and Long-Range Goals. In April 2020, I will have reestablished our
collaboration with the ESL organization. Since the TLEs will take place on the ESL
organization’s property, they will reserve space for our learners to meet. During the summer
months, I plan to collaborate with the director of the ESL organization to create more
instructional materials for each level of Spanish and English. By September 2020, our new
participants will meet for orientation.
As for continuing this program as a complementary course component, I plan to make
face-to-face tandem language exchanges with learners of English in the community a
mandatory course component for Spanish III learners moving forward (See Table 14).
Table 14
Short-Term Goals
Activities

Begin

End

Reestablish Agreement

April 2020

April 2020

Room Reservation

April 2020

May 2020

Curriculum

May 2020

July 2020

Orientation

September 2020

September 2020

Additionally, I plan to connect our educational institution with the ENCLACE
Tandem Network described in this study to provide the opportunity for all learners of
Spanish to experience a course component that connects them with native speakers of
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Spanish learning English in different geographic locations through the medium of the internet
for the 2021/2022 academic year.
By the year 2021, both face-to-face TLEs as well as telecollaborative language
exchanges will be established as either a mandatory or supplementary component on course
syllabi for students fulfilling the foreign language requirement at this campus.
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Appendix B
CONSENT FORM

You are invited to participate in a research study being conducted through Kutztown
University. We ask that you read this form and ask any questions you may have before you
decide whether or not you want to participate in this study. The University requires that you
give your signed agreement if you choose to participate.
This study is being conducted by Andrew Healey, M.Ed., M.A.
Title of the Study:
Negotiating the rift between parallel cultures through tandem language exchanges
Purpose of the Study:
The purpose of this study is to determine to what extent eight-language exchanges with native speakers
of Spanish would help Spanish learners acquire linguistic and intercultural knowledge and increase
confidence in speaking the Spanish language.
Procedures:
Students will participate in eight language exchanges as a mandatory course component. This
instructional intervention will be provided by the researcher using regular classroom
materials. The intervention consists of the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Take turns speaking in each other’s native language
Assist each other in pronunciation and grammar precision
Talk about cultural similarities and differences
Open topic discussions

If you agree to participate in this study, you would share oral assessment information and
survey data:
The researcher will audio record participants’ pre-assessments and post-assessments to
measure information on acquisition of linguistic information. All recordings will be erased at
the conclusion of the study. Participants will complete a pre-survey before the study, a
feedback survey, and a survey at the conclusion of the study. The surveys will be used to
assess students’ perceptions in confidence to speak Spanish as well as inform the researcher
of the cultural knowledge gained from the language exchanges. If you do not consent to
release your data from this classroom component, your information will not be used and will
be erased immediately.
Risks and Benefits of Being in the Study:
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This study has no anticipated risks. The potential benefits to participating in this study
include improved language acquisition and cultural knowledge and increased confidence in
speaking the Spanish language.
Confidentiality:
All information will be handled in a confidential manner to the extent provided by law, so
that no one will be able to identify you when results are recorded. The records of this study
will be kept private. In any report or presentation, the researcher will not include any
information that will make it possible to identify a research study participant.
Voluntary Participation:
Students will participate in the language exchanges as a course requirement. Your
participation to share data from your engagement in this course is completely voluntary.
There is no penalty for not sharing your data. You may discontinue participation and
withdraw from sharing your data at any time without penalty.
Contacts and Questions:
The researcher conducting this study is Andrew Healey. I can be contacted by email at
aheal258@live.kutztown.edu or by phone at 570-561-5356.
You may ask any questions you have now. If you have questions later regarding this research
study, you may contact the researcher listed above. If you have any questions or concerns
about the rights of research participants, please contact the IRB Committee at Kutztown
University at 484-646-4167.
Statement of Consent:
I have read the information described above and have received a copy of this information. I
have asked questions I had regarding the research study and have received answers to my
satisfaction. I am 18 years of age or older and voluntarily consent to participate in this study.
I know that I can withdraw from the study at any time.

______________________________________________________________________
Signature of Participant
Thank you for your participation.

Date
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Appendix C
For each of the questions below, circle the response that best characterizes how you feel
about the statement, where 1 = Strongly Disagree, 2 = Disagree, 3 = Neither Disagree Nor
Agree, 4 = Agree, 5 = Strongly Agree.
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Neither
Agree
Disagree Nor
Agree

1. You feel intimidated when
speaking Spanish.

1

2

3

4

5

2. You know how to employ a
native speaker’s accent when
speaking Spanish.

1

2

3

4

5

3. Your weakest skill in Spanish is
speaking.

1

2

3

4

5

4. You use the Spanish learned in
class with native speakers in
society.

1

2

3

4

5

5. You can have a two-minute
conversation about your
background, interests and daily
routine in Spanish.

1

2

3

4

5

6. The only way to learn how to
speak Spanish is to converse with
native speakers

1

2

3

4

5

7. What experiences do you have speaking Spanish?
8. Do you have any questions about the language exchanges?
9. Rate your speaking ability on a scale from 1 to 10 with 1 being weak and 10 being
strong.

Strongly
Agree
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Appendix D
Questions for the oral interview/Preguntas para la entrevista oral
1. ¿Cómo te llamas? (What is your name)
2. ¿Cómo estás? (How are you?) ¿Por qué? Why?
3. ¿De dónde eres? (Where are you from?)
4. ¿Cuántos años tienes? (How old are you?)
5. ¿Qué te gusta hacer? (3) (What do you like to do?)
6. Describe tu familia (Describe your family)
7. ¿Qué vas a hacer durante las vacaciones de invierno/verano? (What are you going to
do during winter/summer vacation?)
8. ¿Te gusta más el invierno o el verano? ¿Por qué? (Do you like the winter or the
summer more? Why?)
9. ¿Qué vas a hacer este verano? (What are you going to do this summer?)
10. ¿Adónde te gustaría viajar? ¿Por qué? (Where would you like to travel? Why?)
11. ¿Qué haces los fines de semana? What do you do on the weekends?
12. ¿Qué vas a hacer este fin de semana?

What are you going to do this weekend?

13. ¿Qué hiciste el fin de semana pasado? What did you do last weekend?
14. ¿Qué hacías cuando eras niño/a que no haces ahora? What did you used to do as a
child that you no longer do?
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Appendix E
For each of the questions below, circle the response that best characterizes how you feel
about the statement, where 1 = Strongly Disagree, 2 = Disagree, 3 = Neither Disagree nor
Agree, 4 = Agree, 5 = Strongly Agree.
Strongl
y
Disagre
e

Disagree

Neither
Disagree nor
Agree

Agr Strong
ee
ly
Agree

1. You felt
intimidated
speaking Spanish
at first.

1

2

3

4

5

2. You feel
intimidated
speaking Spanish
towards the end.

1

2

3

4

5

________________________________________________________________________
3. What was most valuable about practicing with a native speaker?
4. What did you learn about the Hispanic cultures that you didn’t know before?
5. What topics did you talk about at the end of the exchange?
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Appendix F
For each of the questions below, circle the response that best characterizes how you feel
about the statement, where 1 = Strongly Disagree, 2 = Disagree, 3 = Neither Disagree Nor
Agree, 4 = Agree, 5 = Strongly Agree.
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Neither
Disagree
Nor Agree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

1. Your experience was
valuable to learning Spanish.

1

2

3

4

5

2. You feel that you have
gained much confidence in
speaking Spanish.

1

2

3

4

5

3. You learned concepts
that you would have not
learned in class

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

5. You learned about the
culture of the native Spanish
speakers

1

2

3

4

5

6. You corrected each
other’s errors in grammar
and pronunciation.

1

2

3

4

5

7. You shared cultural
values and differences.

1

2

3

4

5

4. You leaned more in this
Spanish class than your prior
Spanish classes
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8. The language exchanges
were positive learning
experiences

1

2

3

4

5

9. You learned how to
employ a native speaker’s
accent when speaking
Spanish.

1

2

3

4

5

10. Your ability to write
Spanish improved.

1

2

3

4

5

11. Your ability to speak
Spanish improved.

1

2

3

4

5

12. Your ability to read
Spanish improved.

1

2

3

4

5
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Appendix G

Lesson plan 2
Welcome to Language Partnership!
¡Bienvenido a Colaboración de Idiomas!
Hoy vamos a hablar sobre la familia.
Today we are going to talk about family.
Vocabulario

Vocabulary

los padres

parents

padre/papá

father

madre/mamá

mother

hermano

brother

hermana

sister

suegro

father-in-law

suegra

mother-in-law

cuñado

brother-in-law

cuñada

sister-in-law

esposo/marido

husband

esposa

wife

abuelo/abuelito

grandfather

abuela/abuelita

grandmother

bisabuelo

great-grandfather

bisabuela

great-grandmother

hijo

son

hija

daughter
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nieto

grandson

nieta

granddaughter

bisnieto

great-grandson

bisnieta

great-granddaughter

tío

uncle

tía

aunt

primo/a

cousin

sobrino

nephew

sobrina

niece

padrastro

stepfather

madrastra

stepmother

hijastro

stepson

hijastra

stepdaughter

hermanastro

stepbrother

hermanastra

stepsister

prometido

fiancé

prometida

fiancée

padrino

godfather

madrina

godmother

los padrinos

godparents

ahijado/a

godson /goddaughter

conocido/a

acquaintance

beso

kiss
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abrazo

hug

dar un apretón de manos

to give a handshake

Los verbos/Verbs
Estar

To be

Presente

Present

Yo estoy

I am

Tú estás

You are

Él/ella/usted está

He/she is/you are

Nosotros/as estamos

We are

Vosotros/as estáis

You (all) are

Ellos/ellas/ustedes están

They are/you (all) are

Pasado

Past

Yo estuve

I was

Tú estuviste

You were

Él/ella/usted estuvo

He/she/you were

Nosotros/as estuvimos

We were

Vosotros/as estuvisteis

You (all) were

Ellos/ellas/ustedes estuvieron

They were/you all were

Futuro

Future

Yo estaré

I will be

Tú estarás

You will be

él/ella/usted estará

He/she/you will be

Nosotros/as estaremos

We will be

Vosotros/as estaréis

You (all) will be

Ellos/ellas/usted estarán

They/you (all) will be
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Escribe unas oraciones usando el verbo estar en el pasado, presente y futuro.
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
Write some sentences using the verb to be in the past, present and future.
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
Llevarse … (con alguién o con otras personas)
(Puede ser bien o mal)

To get along (with someone or others)
(Can be good or bad)

Presente

Present

Yo me llevo

I get along

Tú te llevas

You get along

él/ella/usted se lleva

He/she gets along

Nosotros/as nos llevamos

We get along

Vosotros/as os lleváis

You (all) get along

Ellos/ellas/ustedes se llevan

They/you (all) get along

Pasado

Past

Yo me llevé

I got along

Tú te llevaste

You got along

él/ella/usted se llevó

He/she/you got along

Nosotros/as nos llevamos

We got along

Vosotros/as os lleváis

You (all) got along

Ellos/ellas/ustedes se llevan

They/you (all) got along

Futuro

Future
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Yo me llevaré

I will get along

Tú te llevarás

You will get along

él/ella/usted se llevará

He/she/you will get along

Nosotros/as nos llevaremos

We will get along

Vosotros/as os llevaréis

You (all) will get along

Ellos/ellas/ustedes se llevarán

They/you (all) will get along

Escribe unas oraciones usando el verbo llevarse en el pasado, presente y futuro.
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
Write some sentences using the verb to get along in the past, present and future.
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
Interview your classmate
Directions: Interview your classmate(s). Take turns asking and responding to the
following questions. Don’t forget to write complete sentences. At the end, determine if
you have something in common.
Questions for the Interview
1. Are you married/single/engaged/divorced?
________________________________________________________________________
2. Do you have any children? If so, how many and what are their names?
________________________________________________________________________
3. Do you have any brothers or sisters? If so, what are their names?
________________________________________________________________________
4. Are you the youngest or oldest?
________________________________________________________________________
5. Do you have any nieces/nephews or grandchildren?
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________________________________________________________________________
6. Do you have a big or small family?
________________________________________________________________________
7. Are you a godparent? If so, do you have a goddaughter or godson?
________________________________________________________________________
8. Do you get along with your family or do you argue a lot?
________________________________________________________________________
9. Do you have family in Scranton or in other parts of the United States?
________________________________________________________________________
10. Who picked your name? Do you like your name?
________________________________________________________________________
11. What does family mean to you?
________________________________________________________________________
12. How do you greet your family members?
________________________________________________________________________
13. Do you know of any differences between families from the United States and families
from Latin America?
________________________________________________________________________
Entrevistando a tu compañero/compañera de clase
Instrucciones: Entrevista a tus compañeros. Tomen turnos haciendo y respondiendo a
las siguientes preguntas. Recuerden de escribir oraciones completas. Al final,
determinen si tienen algo en común.
Preguntas para la entrevista
1. ¿Eres casado/a, soltero/a, comprometido/a, divorciado/a?
________________________________________________________________________
2. ¿Tienes hijos? Si es así, ¿Cuántos hijos tienes y cómo se llaman?
________________________________________________________________________
3. ¿Tienes hermanos o hermanas? Si es así, ¿Cómo se llaman?
________________________________________________________________________
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4. ¿Eres el/la menor o mayor?
________________________________________________________________________
5. ¿Tienes sobrinos/sobrinas o nietos/nietas?
________________________________________________________________________
6. ¿Tienes una familia grande o pequeña?
________________________________________________________________________
7. ¿Eres un padrino o una madrina? Si es así, ¿Tienes un ahijado o ahijada?
________________________________________________________________________
8. ¿Te llevas bien con tu familia o discutes mucho?
________________________________________________________________________
9. ¿Tienes familia en Scranton o en otras partes de los Estados Unidos?
________________________________________________________________________
10. ¿Quién escogió tu nombre? ¿Te gusta tu nombre?
________________________________________________________________________
11. ¿Qué significa la familia para ti?
________________________________________________________________________
12. ¿Cómo saludas a tus parientes?
________________________________________________________________________
13. ¿Sabes algo diferente entre las familias estadounidenses e hispanas?
________________________________________________________________________
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Appendix H
Lesson Plan 4
-Tomen turnos haciendo preguntas y leyendo en voz alta en un idioma cada vez. Take turns
answering the questions and reading in one language at a time.
-Tengan una conversación de diez minutos y después cambien al otro idioma. Have a 10minutes conversation and then switch to the other language.
-Ayuden a tu compañero/a con la gramática y pronunciación correcta. Help your partner with
pronunciation and grammar.
A. Describe Ricardo’s daily routine. Describe la rutina diaria de Ricardo.
Palabras adicionales/
Additional words
Por la mañana-in the morning
Por la tarde – in the afternoon
Por la noche – in the evening
Las pantuflas - slippers
El despertador – alarm clock
La cama – bed
La habitación – room
La cocina – kitchen
El trabajo – work
El plumero – feather duster
La rutina diaria – daily routine

Common verbs to express your daily
routine. Verbos comunes para expresar tu
diaria
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Acordarse (o:ue)-to remember
Acostarse (o:ue)- to go bed
Afeitarse -to shave
Bañarse – to take a bath
Cepillarse el pelo/los dientes –
to brush your hair/teeth
6. Despertarse (e:ie)– to wake up
7. Dormirse (o:ue)– to sleep
8. Ducharse – to shower

In the Bathroom/En el baño
El baño - bathroom
La pasta de dientes – tooth paste
La ducha – shower
La bañera/la tina – bath tub
El espejo- mirror
La crema de afeitar – shaving cream
El inodoro/el aseo - toilet
El jabón - soap
El maquillaje – make up
El champú – shampu
Gel para cabello – hair gel
Fijador para cabello – hair spray

rutina
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9. Enojarse – to get angry
10. Irse- to leave
11. Lavarse la cara/las manos –
to wash your face/hands
12. Levantarse – to get up
13. Maquillarse – to put on make up
14. Peinarse – to brush your hair
15. Ponerse – to put on
16. Preocuparse- to worry
17. Quitarse – to take off
18. Secarse – to dry off
19. Sentirse- to feel
20. Vestirse (e:i)– to get dressed
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Palabras de secuencia/
Sequence words
Ahora-now
Durante – during
Despues de – after
Después - afterwards
Antes de – before
Entonces/Luego – then
Por último – finally
Primero/a – first
Segundo/a- second
Tercero/a- third

Afeitarse – To shave
Yo me afeito - I shave

Nosotros/as nos afeitamos -We shave

Tú te afeitas – You shave

Vosotros/as os afeitáis – You all shave

Él se afeita - He shaves
Ella se afeita -She shaves
Usted se afeita - You shave

Ellos se afeitan - They shave
Ellas se afeitan – They shave
Ustedes se afeitan - You all shave

B. Preguntas personales. Personal questions.
1. ¿A qué hora te despiertas durante la semana? At what time do you get up during
the week?
2. ¿Usas un despertador para levantarte? Do you use an alarm clock to get up?
3. ¿Cuándo te enojas con tus amigos? When do you get angry with your friends?
4. ¿Te preocupas fácilmente? ¿Qué te preocupa? Do you worry easily? What do you
worry about?
5. ¿Qué haces cuando te sientes triste? What do you do when you feel sad?
6. ¿Y cuándo te sientes alegre? And when you feel happy?
7. ¿Prefieres ducharte o bañarte? Do you prefer to take a bath or shower?
8. ¿Te duchas por la mañana o por la noche? Do you shower/bathe at night or in the
morning?
9. ¿Te cepillas los dientes antes de ducharte? Do you brush your teeth before you
shower?
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10. ¿A qué hora te acuestas los fines de semana? At what time do you go to bed on
the weekends?
C. Lectura. Reading.
Renata walks into the restaurant. She sees her boyfriend Diego sitting at a table near the window and
smiles. He sees her and gets up. They hug and sit down. They call the waiter and order two glasses of
wine. He looks nervous and begins to talk. “Look, I know this is awkward but let me…” but Renata
interrupts him.
“You don’t have to tell me. I know how you feel. I was so excited when you called to invite me to
lunch. I have missed you too. Not seeing each other for a couple of months was the best thing for our
relationship. I realize now that you are the one for me. Let’s forget the past. Things will be different
from now on, I promise you.”
Diego takes a deep breath and takes a sip of wine. “Actually, I invited you to lunch because I didn’t
want to tell you over the phone. I’m sorry but I’ve met someone else”.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Why did Renata go to that Restaurant?
Does Diego want to reinitiate the relationship?
Why doesn’t he want to get back together with her?
Why didn’t he tell Renata this on the phone instead of inviting her out for lunch?
Why would you do if you were in Renata’s place?

Renata entra al restaurante. Ella ve a su novio Diego sentado en una mesa cerca de la ventana y
sonríe. Él la ve y se levanta. Ellos se abrazan y se sientan. Llaman al camarero y piden dos copas de
vino. Él se ve nervioso y empieza a hablar. "Mira, sé que esto es incómodo, pero déjame...", pero
Renata lo interrumpe.
"No tienes que decirme. Sé cómo te sientes. Estaba tan emocionada cuando llamaste para invitarme a
almorzar. Te he echado de menos también. No vernos durante un par de meses fue la mejor cosa para
nuestra relación. Ahora me doy cuenta de que eres el único para mí. Olvidemos el pasado. Las cosas
serán diferentes a partir de ahora, te lo prometo."
Diego respira profundo y toma un sorbo de vino. "En realidad, te invité a almorzar porque yo no
quería decirte por teléfono. Lo siento, pero he conocido a alguien más."
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

¿Por qué vino Renata a este restaurante?
¿Quiere Diego reiniciar la relación?
¿Por qué no quiere él volver a estar juntos?
¿Por qué él no le dijo a Renata esto por teléfono en lugar de invitarla a almorzar?
¿Qué harías si estuvieras en el lugar de Renata?

